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From The President

Russ Kramer

As I write, we are just a few days from opening
the submission window for our upcoming 15th
National Exhibition, and due to the long printing
and delivery time it takes to get the ASMA Journal
in your hands, by the time you read this, it may
already have closed. This is no fault of our editor
Bob Semler, who skillfully designs and produces the magazine on deadline
every three months. Rather, it is the vagaries of the US Postal Service that can
delay delivery to some of our members by weeks, while others receive it in a
much more timely fashion. The Journal will always be a source for important
news and announcements, long-form articles, columns and profiles, and
interesting happenings and activities within our membership. I always look
forward to receiving it, read every word, and keep back issues on my desk,
which I find myself referring to regularly. Under Bob’s leadership, It has
evolved not only into a colorful and attractive record of the Society’s doings,
but a valuable ambassador to the wider world, one that speaks volumes
about the vitality and professionalism of ASMA. Thanks, Bob.
Given the quarterly nature of it, though, and wishing to communicate
more regularly with our members, we created the ASMA e-News, which
you’ll notice you’ve been receiving every month or so in your e-mail. We’ve
set up a schedule that is designed to complement the Journal -- you’ll receive
the e-News in the off-months between publishing of the magazine. It too
will include important news and announcements, deadlines, and reminders,
but also other short bits that come in over the transom we think you’d find
interesting or helpful. We see it as a great new tool in fostering participation
within our membership, and expect it will, like the Journal, evolve into
something you look forward to. If you have an item you think may be
of interest, please forward it to me (russ@russkramer.com) or Regional
Activities Coordinator Charley Morgan (charley@charleymorgan.com). If
for some reason you use e-mail and haven’t seen the e-News yet (we last
published April 4) than please contact Val Sandell (valartist@aol.com) and
make sure our master membership list has your current and correct e-mail
address.
* * *
It’s funny business being an artist, especially if your livelihood is
dependent on selling your art, like it is for many of us. Personally, I have no
pension from an earlier career, or steady paycheck from a ‘real’ line of work.
Raising a family on an irregular artist’s income is not for the faint of heart.
But whether you do it for fun or profit (or if you’re lucky, both), selling a
painting or sculpture is is more than just a payday -- it’s a payoff. By that I
mean, I get an enormous sense of satisfaction from the human connection of a
sale -- it’s much more than a business transaction. You’ve created something
out of nothing, something that someone finds compelling enough to want to
see every day, and purchase with their hard-earned money. It motivates me
to do the next one, and makes it all seem worthwhile.
Mystic, CT
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A Word About
The American Society of
Marine Artists
The American Society of Marine Artists
is a non-profit organization whose
purpose is to recognize and promote
marine art and maritime history. We
seek to encourage cooperation among
artists, historians, marine enthusiasts and
others engaged in activities relating to
marine art and maritime history. Since its
founding in 1978, the Society has brought
together some of America’s most talented
contemporary artists in the marine art field.
✺
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Assorted Scuttlebutt
Robert Semler

robert@rcsemlerart.com

As we go to press, we are beginning
the process of accepting entries for
our stunning 8-venue 15th National
Exhibition. As you know, and we’ve
said it many times, the ASMA News &
Journal, by necessity (read money) is
mailed using a bulk mail permit. That means, simply, each member
is at the mercy of his or her own Post Office as to when the issue
reaches the mailbox. Some of you will get this issue before the
submission deadline of May 2. Some of you will not. Hopefully
the latter case will be the minority. However, the deadlines have
been published, not only in our Winter issue, but on our website
and in our new eNews electronic issue that publishes each month
that the News & Journal does not.
So, if you receive this after the deadline, we are sorry. We
debated re-publishing it at all, but the Exhibition Committee
decided it would be best if we ran an abbreviated version as a
courtesy, and then point you to the web site (under the Members
Page) for complete details if you need them.

One of the other items we are heavily promoting this issue is
the War of 1812 project. Charlie Robinson’s in-depth article that
begins on Page 16, will give you an idea just how massive and
important this project it. And a real opportunity for those of you
who decide to tackle a painting, or paintings, for it. The work put
into this has been amazing, and the National Maritime Historical
Society has already begun publishing articles about the War of
1812, beginning in their Spring issue of Sea History magazine. If
you don’t subscribe, you should. NMHS and ASMA have been
partners since the beginning. See “Marine Art Lives!”, by Peter
Stanford, President Emeritus of NMHS, in the April 2008 issue of
the ASMA News & Journal. Our 30th Anniversary issue and our
first using a four-color cover.

You may also have noticed, in our listing column of Fellows,
on Page 2, that at the bottom there is a section called “Honorary
Members”. We have been asked several times, just what does
that title mean? In the Board’s handbook the title is described:
‘Honorary Membership may be appointed by the Board in recognition
of special services rendered in the cause of marine art or to the Society.’
All of the members listed have certainly qualified for this honor. It
takes something very special to be nominated. Now added to the
list that includes Ed Dyson, J. Russell Jinishian, Graham Stiles,
Capt, Lester J. Stone and Robert Webb, is Richard C. Moore. For
those of you who have been in the Society a long time, Dick needs
no introduction. He is a charter member of ASMA, being there from
the beginning. In addition, he served with distinction as President
of the Society, following my own 5-year term at the helm. For those
of you new members who need a reminder, check out the article
in the last issue about painting water. Very few come close to his
Continued on Page 27
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Membership
Information
NEW MEMBERS
Clarence Crew
35 Jennifer Lane
Alamo, CA 94507
Cynthia Darwin
3127 Avenue Q
Galveston, TX 77550
Carl Harper
4530 El Prieto Rd.
Altadenta, CA 91001
Rossana Kelton
9679 Nottingham Court
Daphne, AL 36526
Peter Kinseley
76 Riverside Ave.
Westport, CT 06880
Clyde Kirkpatrick
P.O. Box 2562
Grants Pass, OR 97528
Marek Kossiba
2248 Tumbleweed Lane
Beloit, WI 53511
Bernard Nienabek
5454 E. Vernon Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85008

Thomas Santaguida
39 Feldspar Dr.
Brunswick, ME 04011

Barbara Janisch
5913 Ewing Ave. S.
Edina, MN 55410

Robert Steele
25 Monte Vista Ave.
Larkspur, CA 94939

Jon L. Olson
P.O Box 5006
Crestline, GA 92325

Roland E. Stevens
P.O. Box 119
Pultneyville, NY 14538

Julia O’Malley Keyes
13 Atkinson Road
East Falmouth, MA 02536

Elizabeth Leary Strazzulla
184 High St.
Newburyport, MA 01950

Wilma Parker
1659 Jackson St.
San Francisco, CA 94109

Tom Warner
19 Seekonk Rd.
Gt. Barrington, MA 01230

Jeffrey Schaub
Annapolis Marine Art Gallery
110 Dock St.
Annapolis, MD 21401

Dale A. Weiler
1473 Hwy. 176 N
Tryon, NC 28792
Richard White
10613 NE 194th St.
Bothell, WA 98011
Mark Williams
2410 Enfield Rd., Apt. 2
Austin, TX 78703

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Janet Pecorella
906 Roundtree Ct.
Sacramento, CA 95831
Jon Pokela
2021 38th Street NW
Gig Harbor, WA 98335

Al Barnes
209 S. 4th St.
Rockport, TX 78382
Peter W. Gregor
4700 Meritage Ct.
Gilroy, CA 95020

Joyce Halliday Smith
P.O. Box 222
Hamilton, NY 13346
John Stobart
10 Colonial Rd., Ste. 23
Salem, MA 01970
Kent Ullberg
14337 Aquarius St.
Corpus Christi, TX 78411
Sydney Zentall
316 Walk Cir.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

DECEASED
George L. Carey, Jr.

Jeanne C. Potter, Dir.
The Maritime Gallery at Leonard Jacobsen
Mystic Seaport
938 S. Glendora Ave.
47 Greenmanville Avenue Glendora, CA 91740
Mystic, CT 06355

ASMA News & Journal Deadlines
Winter - January 2nd • Spring - April 1st
Summer - July 1st • Fall - October 1st

Please note: Since ASMA uses Bulk Mail, delivery will vary
with each post office. If you have time dated material, be sure
you allow for a 2 month delivery delay when submitting.

Christine’s Log Book
Christine Diehlmann
diehlmannseaart@comcast.net

Very few members of the Society are aware
that the ASMA By-Laws provide for a two
layered system of governance. These equal but
separate duties are designated for the Board
of Directors and the Fellows. While the Board
takes care of the business of the Society, the
Fellows are responsible for the management of
the artistic affairs of the Society. Any member of the Society in good standing
may be nominated and elected to the Board. The Fellows however must be
elected to become a Fellow by a jury review of a portfolio of their work by
previously elected Fellows. In actuality, the Board is composed of a variety
of the membership - Fellows, Signature Members and the membership in
general. Committees are chaired by Board members who choose their
members from various levels of the membership. The following is an
example of how our system works in organizing an exhibition.
An exhibition can be initiated by an institution (usually a museum)
interested in hosting an ASMA show, or by an ASMA member taking the
initiative to see if an institution might be interested, or by the Exhibition
Committee making a similar approach. One way or another, once the
institution appears seriously interested, the matter is put in the lap of the
Exhibition Committee to determine the feasibility of such a show and, if it
looks promising, the Committee carries the negotiations further in order to
come up with a proposal that can be presented to both the management of
the host institution as well as to the ASMA Board and the ASMA Fellows.
Since the Board is responsible for the budget and thus expenses associated
with exhibitions and since exhibitions are an essential part of the Society’s
“art activities” – for which the Fellows are solely responsible, both Board
and the Fellows (usually through the Fellow’s Management Committee)
must approve all venues and exhibitions. Once approved, the Exhibition
Committee draws up a contract, gets it signed by the responsible authorities
at the host institution as well as by the ASMA Board. Then the work begins,
Members of the Exhibition Committee working with the Fellow’s
Management Committee call for entries, arrange for the internet submission
services to receive and organize the entries and collect the filing fees, etc.
before submitting them to the full Fellowship to jury. Once that is done,
the Exhibition Committee continues to work closely with the Officers of the
Board and the Fellow’s Management Committee to: produce the exhibition
catalog, promotional fliers and poster and exhibition banner; orchestrate all
of the related finances ( each host venue and ASMA share equally in these
costs); draft all of the legal documents between artists and the host venues
(loan agreements for the art; release agreements for the use images of the art
for PR purposes, etc.) and get them signed by the artists; coordinate all of the
National and Regional PR and ad/branding programs with all of the host
institutions; coordinate opening night ceremonies, photography and media
coverage, and write speeches for members/officers; arrange for all of the
shipping and insurance of the art from host institution to host institution.
Although there are many facets to creating an exhibition, the Society’s Board
and its Fellows execute their respective responsibilities in an efficient and
closely coordinated manner.
We have all heard from time to time that such and so member is now the
Managing Fellow. However, just what is a Managing Fellow? Kim Shaklee,
Continued on Page 25

News From
the Foc’s’le

Georgia ASMA Signature member and member of the Coast
Guard Artist Program (COGAP), Anne Brodie Hill, had a
watercolor painting accepted in the 2011 Coast Guard Artist
Program. Anne was invited to participate by Mary Ann Bader,
Coordinator, Coast Guard Art Program, to consider submitting
a painting. Several images of “Living Marine Resources” were
emailed to Anne, and the image “Entangled Humpback Release,”
a photo taken by PA3 Brent ERB in 1999 in the Gulf of Maine,
was used for Anne’s watercolor painting. In the painting/photo,
a 41-Foot Coast Guard boat assists Bob Bowman, Maine Project
Manager for the Center for Coastal Studies, Harbot, Maine, to
release an entangled Humpback whale.

The 2011 Coast Guard Artist Program Exhibition
(30th Anniversary) will be held at the Salmagundi Club, New York,
from July 3 to July 15. This
makes the fifth painting
that Anne has donated
to the Coast Guard Artist
Program. The paintings
accepted for this program
become part of the
permanent collection of
the Coast Guard, and
are shown around the
country in various venues
to promote the mission of Entangled Humpback Release - Watercolor by Anne Brodie Hill
the United States Coast
Guard. Anne considers this selection of her work to be a great
honor.
ASMA Signature Member and longtime COGAP artist, Robert
Semler, also had a
painting accepted into the
2011 COGAP exhibition.
The 18” x 24” oil depicts
CG Law Enforcement
instructors at Station
Cortez
during
their
annual training period to
teach and assist Station
personnel on proper law
enforcement procedures,
and review and grade Law Enforcement Training, Sta. Cortez - Oil by Robert Semler
them on their skill and
expertise.
Boardings and inspections are a vital aspect of their duties, and
complete knowledge of law enforcement is a top priority at the
Station.
Continued on Page 27
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All Things

ASMA

Important information Regarding
the 15th National exhibition

By the time you receive this issue of the ASMA News & Journal,
the deadline for submissions to the 15th National Exhibition may
have already passed, thanks to our never ending battle with “bulk
mailing permits”. Although it was sent out as a separate insert
with the Winter issue, and reminders have gone out, the AGM
Committee thought it important that an abbreviated Prospectus
be published here with the pertinent details. You should also go to
the ASMA website for a complere version. You will find it on the
“Members Page”.
Further Information or Questions:
For additional information or questions, call Peter Maytham,
Executive Director, at (757) 357-3785 or e-mail him at: asma1978@
verizon.net.

ASMA Launches Young Marine Artists
Search Competitions
Cornell Museum in Florida Leads the Way
For the first time the Society will work with the museums
that host a National Exhibition to conduct a program that has
proved very successful in Regional Exhibitions ever since one of
our members introduced the concept
in the 2008 ASMA North Regional on
Cape Cod and in Maine. Encouraged
by the success of exhibitions since,
the Exhibition Committee has created
a package for museums interested
in hosting these Young Marine
CALL FOR ENTRIES
Artists Search (YMAS) competitions.
2011 Young Marine Artists Exhibition
Signature Member Hiu Lai Chong
heads up this effort with the assistance
of Signature Member Lisa Egeli and
with the experience Signature Member
and Chair of Regional Exhibitions
Mike Killelea has gained overseeing
YMAS Poster
YMAS competitions.
Ann Brodie Hill, “Brilliant”, 22x30 Watercolor

sponsored by the Cornell Museum of Art and
the American Society of Marine Artists

The American Society of Marine Artists has
joined with the Cornell Museum to sponsor a
marine art competition and exhibition. ASMA
is dedicated to the support and education of
artists with a passion for painting and
sculpting maritime subjects, including

seascapes, marine life, coastal landscapes,
and inland lakes and rivers. This mission
includes ﬁnding and encouraging young
marine artists by exhibition competitions.
Find complete details in the “Call for Entries”
ﬂyer available at your school.

Submission deadline: September 30, 2011
Exhibition opens: October 27, 2011

A YMAS competition is just what its name describes: A
competition administered by the host museum to find and engage
young artists interested in marine art through a program run by
art teachers in high schools throughout the region served by the
museum. The museum invites these art teachers to have their
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students participate and provides them with a Tri-fold Flyer that
describes the program, the prizes to be awarded and a schedule and
has an application form to be completed by interested students.
The museum also provides the teachers with a Poster to promote
awareness of the competition. Hiu Lai and Lisa designed the Trifold layout so that with slight modification it can be used by each
of the venues hosting the 15th National – changing the contact
information, schedule, etc to fit their particular circumstances. The
same applies to the Poster – which was created by Mike.

The YMAS competition is all part of the Society’s outreach
educational mission. What makes it so exciting – and successful
– is the attention the hosting museum and our Society pay to the
participating artists. Months before the night the 15th National
opens at a given museum, that museum launches the competition
in order to give the students
ample time to create their art.
Some time before the opening,
a jury put together by the
museum and usually including
a Signature Member or Fellow
of the Society juries the entries.
At the opening reception the
top five placeholders receive
awards and prizes including,
Tri-fold Brochure - Outside
for the top three, monetary
prizes (“scholarships”) in cash
or art materials usually provided
by local businesses, and limited
edition prints from the Fellows of
the Society. All placeholders receive
membership in the museum and
the Society for a year and, very
importantly, all five have their art
displayed in our exhibition while
it is at that venue. This is a very
Tri-fold Brochure - Inside
important event in the lives of
these young artists, their art teachers and their parents for they
all are in their own way being recognized by a prominent cultural
institution (the museum) as well as a national art organization
(the Society) for their achievements. The electricity one feels at
these opening night award ceremonies is quite amazing. And the
real surprise is the media attention it generates. Local papers, TV
and radio stations show up wanting to cover the recognition being
given to their hometown artist star.
Gloria Rejune Adams, the Director of the Cornell Museum in
Delray Beach, FL, the first museum to host the 15th National when
it opens on the 27th of October later this year reports that they are
all very excited about the YMAS program and are busy hosting
meetings for art teachers in counties in the region. The Tri-fold
Flyer and Poster seen here are for the Cornell Museum YMAS
competition and use images from the 14th National Exhibition.
Once the Fellows jury work for the 15th National in late May, new
images from the 15th National will be dropped into the Tri-fold
and the Poster for the rest of the venues.

Notes From
Brush Hill

by Charles Raskob Robinson
Brush Hill Studios, Washington, CT

Sixteen years ago, this column
started with articles addressed to ASMA
members noting (thus “Notes”) the tools,
innovations and inventions I employed in
my studio here at “Brush Hill” (the name
given this modest pre-Revolutionary
farmhouse in Eighteenth Century
deeds). Over the years the audience has
remained the same but the focus for more
than a decade has been on what our
members have to teach us by their life
example, professional techniques and
approaches. The thorough presentation
and documentation in these articles of
the lives of our Society’s artists have
prompted the Smithsonian, the Library
of Congress, the T. J. Watson Research
Library at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York, and other institutions
to collect them for the public and
posterity. In order to enhance the reading
experience while still providing the
expected documentation, I present credits
and references as endnotes (designated
alphabetically) at the end of the article
while I keep matters related to the story
conveniently located and in large font as
footnotes (designated numerically) at the
bottom of the page.
In the last issue we met three artists:
Emeritus Fellow Victor Mays whose
stunning watercolor of the H.M.S.
Ramillies off the Connecticut coast in
1813 appeared on the cover; Signature
Member Anthony James Davis who is
developing a second career as a marine
artist and teacher specializing in pastel;
and Hiu Lai Chong with her remarkable
story about pursuing art from her native
China to the United States where she has

“IN THE KINGDOM OF THE WIND”, U.S. medium clipper ‘Bonita’ • gouache • 10½” x 15”

gone from being a professional digital
artist to a fine artist.
In this issue we meet Jim Griffiths, a
marine artist specializing in clipper ships,
warships of the Spanish American War
and the Great White Fleet, and modern
warships from WWII on to the present.
Jim’s life story and the techniques he
has developed over decades to create
his highly detailed and thoroughly
researched gouaches are fascinating
especially for any artist interested in the
challenges of painting water.
Fred Griffiths, Jim’s father, was the Air
Combat Intelligence Officer of the VC55 Squadron on board the U.S.S. Block
Island (CVE 21) when it left Norfolk, VA
on April 29, 1944 with a screen of four
destroyers. Its days were numbered. On
May 29, west of the Cape Verde Islands
off the coast of Africa, one of the carrier’s
TBM’s picked up a submarine contact at
0255h but soon lost it. It was the German

James R. Griffiths

JAMES RILEY GRIFFITHS,
SIGNATURE MEMBER,
GLENVIEW, IL

WEB SITE: www.jimgriffithsart.com

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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Notes From Brush Hill

DANCE OF THE GIANTS(II), Humpback whales in the Pacific, off Monterey, Ca. • gouache • 12½” x 17”

U-549, a 252-foot IXC/40 boat displacing
1,213 long tons on its second patrol. Its
periscope broke the surface of the water
later that evening and at 2013h it sent its
first torpedo into the bow section of the
carrier, followed four seconds later with
another into an oil tank and ordnance
magazine in the stern. Its third struck
the stern of U.S.S. Barr (DE 576) which
sought to position itself between the sub
and the carrier; twenty-eight were killed
and many injured on the destroyer. At
2030h the third torpedo hit the carrier
and shortly later Captain Hughes gave
the order to abandon ship. The ship sunk
slowly by the stern and Fred was one of
the last to leave. All 674 men who left
the carrier (six dead did not) were pulled
from the oil covered sea by two escorting
destroyers and at 2155, when the carrier
slipped under, its magazine exploded

“lifting the tin cans from the sea” and
prompting many of the survivors to jump
ship thinking they had been torpedoed.1
Two of the destroyers mounted a counter
attack and sunk the sub with a loss of all
fifty-seven hands aboard.2 A

THE ARTIST: THE MAN
The above is probably more than
Fred Griffiths ever told his son. Fred, like
so many in the “Greatest Generation,” did
not talk much about his extensive carrier
experience in WWII. In fact, but for an
annual ritual Jim might never have known
his father had a carrier sink under him.
But the ritual couldn’t help but catch the
boy’s eye: “I vividly remember the 29th
of May every year; he would set aside an
hour, mix a pretty strong cocktail, pull
out of his wallet an oil-soaked dollar bill
he always carried with him and just sit

(Footnotes)

In a race to deal with the submarine threat, the first
escort carriers were built on the hulls of merchant ships
and tankers. The U.S.S. Block Island, built in Tacoma,
Washington and launched June 6, 1942, used a C3
tanker hull. The four in the escort screen were the U.S.S.
Ahrens (DE 575), the U.S.S. Barr (DE 576), the U.S.S.
Eugene E. Elmore (DE 586) and the U.S.S. Buckley (DE
51). The U.S.S. Robert I. Payne (DE 578) joined the screen
off North Africa. Fred Griffiths had served in the VC-55
Squadron - the “Sea Horses” made up of 21 Avenger and
Wildcat aircraft - on two combat cruises on the escort
carrier U.S.S. Card (CVE 11) and went on to serve on
the U.S.S. Croatan (CVE 25); he transferred to the VB-93
Squadron and served on the Essex class carrier U.S.S.
Boxer (CV 21) after the war in the Pacific.
2
The destroyers were the Elmore and the Ahrens.
1
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The U-549 had been built in Hamburg and was
commissioned less than a year before her end. Her
first patrol into the mid-Atlantic for ten weeks in the
beginning of 1944 produced no sinkings; her second
patrol began two weeks before she was sunk. Both were
under Captain Krankenhagen.
3
Seaver Burton founded the Berkshire School in 1907.
During WWII it went on a war footing, graduating small
classes every twelve weeks. Many of these graduates had
became seasoned pilots through the school’s “Education
with Wings” program at the nearby Great Barrington,
MA airport – something that perhaps influenced Fred’s
choice of the school for his son.
4
U. S. News and World Report currently ranks Amherst #
2 among American Colleges.

quietly.” For Fred the most memorable
part of the sinking of his ship was the loss
of his best friend, a carrier pilot who was
in the air when the ship was hit. He and
five other pilots were ordered to fly to the
nearest (but distant) land. Only two of
the six made it; Fred’s friend was not one
of them. “Dad’s time in the WWII Navy
was, I think, one of the primary reasons I
have such a particular passion for carrier
aviation. How I got to have such a love
for ships, in general, I really can’t say
- but I’ve always enjoyed them . . . the
same goes for military aircraft.”
“My childhood was pretty normal,
nothing really exceptional to mention.
One thing I did know at an early age
(around six or seven) was that I really liked
to draw and color. I was always drawing
something on paper: ships, airplanes,
space ships, submarines, you name it.
Even at this early age I had an interest in
things mechanical. In elementary school
I always looked forward to the time in
art class - it was always the highlight of
the week. When I was nine or ten, one of
my hobbies was building plastic models.
It was at that time that I discovered the
marine paintings of John Steel who did
a great number of box top paintings for
the Revell Model Company. I would buy
the model ship and build it and then I
would take the box top and spend hours
trying to duplicate with pencil and paper
what Steel had painted…it was fun and
challenging and often quite frustrating
because I could never get it to look like
what Steel had done.”
“I had always been able to do some
sort of art in school, but my freshman year
in the local high school in Park Ridge, IL
was an academic disaster.”3 However,
three years of hard work at the Berkshire
School in the Berkshire Mountains of
western Massachusetts got him not only
back on track but also upon graduation
in 1965 into one of the nation’s more
academically
prestigious
colleges,
Amherst, nearby in Massachusetts where
he earned a BFA in studio art when he
graduated in 1969.4 As Jim went through
college he was more and more certain that
he wanted to be a commercial illustrator
like those he saw in magazines when he
was growing up at home – The Saturday
Evening Post, Red Book, Colliers, etc.

To develop the requisite skills, he sought
courses Amherst did not offer so, during
the summer breaks back in Chicago, he
took courses at the Art Institute and the
American Academy of Art – two leading
institutions known well to our readers
since many of the artists featured in this
column have studied there. “I think,” Jim
recalls, “Amherst just didn’t know quite
how to respond to what I was doing – I
think they were more bemused than
anything.”
But he knew he needed more
technical skills to become a commercial
illustrator so in 1969 he enrolled at the
Art Center College of Design in Los
Angeles – another name familiar to our
readers and an institution founded by and
with a faculty of practicing commercial
artists. “In the three years I was there
I learned a lot. It is the foundation my
career is built on. (And) we survived all
of the earthquakes! That is one aspect
of life in Los Angeles I can do without.”
The worst of these was the one in San
Fernando on February 9, 1971; known as
the Sylmar Quake, it registered 6.6 on the
Richter Scale, had aftershocks for weeks,
killed 65 people and caused a half billion
dollars in damage. Jim got his degree
in illustration from the Art Center and
returned to his hometown Chicago the
summer of 1972.
Twenty-five years before – on August
30, 1947 – Jim first arrived in Chicago.
There the newborn found his young
parents Fred (1909 - 1979) and Jane
Griffiths (1920 - 1991). By this time, Fred
had left the Navy and was working in the
electronics business in Chicago (the NRK
Company). Later, well after Jim’s younger
brother, Tom, arrived in 1950, Fred went
into a successful career in textiles (the
Joanna Western Mills) also in Chicago.
As Jim grew up and began to demonstrate
his artistic talent, he came to learn that
there was no apparent family gene that
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explained his keen interest in art – for
there were no artists in his immediate or
extended family.

“While the Art Center education
provided the skills for my career, there
were three life-altering experiences
that hit me in college: The first was my
introduction to painting in watercolor and
the second was a chance viewing of an

THE BLOCK ISLAND, U.S.S. Block Island (CVE-21), May, 1944

article in American Artist Magazine on Carl Evers
(1907 – 2000).5 I was absolutely bowled
over by his extraordinary draftsmanship,
painting skill and realism. What an
amazing artist!” As important as these
would be in his future career, it was the
third that would prove the most important
in his life. This was a blind date in his
sophomore year with Barbara Sargent,
“a stunning brunette from Smith College
who, like me, lived in the Chicago area.
I fell in love with her immediately!” On
August 16, 1969, the summer of their
graduation from college, they married,
and packed their possessions in his
relatively new Plymouth Fury – a car he
well remembers now as an artist since it

(Footnotes)

As J. Russell Jinishian, one of the leading marine
art dealers in this country, puts it, ”You will find little
argument from artists or collectors by calling Carl
Evers one of the finest marine artists of the Twentieth
Century. His ability to capture water in motion, feeling
for light, exquisite drawing and incredibly rendered
detail give his paintings a vibrancy that few can rival.”
Born in Germany and schooled at the Slade School
in London, he worked as an automotive illustrator
in Sweden for many years before immigrating to the

5
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had six-foot wide trunk! – and headed
to Los Angeles. During their forty-two
years of marriage, Barbara has had her
own full life. She had a corporate job
in customer service before becoming
a full-time mother at home. When their
children were in high school, she went
back to school to study accounting,
earned a CPA and became a Certified
Fraud Examiner. (“Yes,” Jim confirms,

United States by steamer in 1947. There his name soon
became synonymous with the major shipping lines
and tug fleets as he illustrated their ships. Likewise the
leading magazines of the day featured his paintings on
their covers – as did many books on marine subjects by
famous authors. Although he was not an active player in
the creation of ASMA, he was very much part of the tight
circle of marine illustrators who did play a key role in
its creation and he lived in Connecticut but a few miles
from our founder, Charles J. Lundgren (1911 – 1988).

•

gouache • 12” x 22½”

“Certified Fraud Examiner! This is why I
get away with nothing around here.”) She
is currently the business manager for a
neighboring suburban library. Together
they have raised three daughters. Jessica,
32 is getting her masters in biology at
Cal Poly/San Luis Obispo, specializing in
wild life – birds and Monarch butterflies.
Meg, 30, is an event planner in New York
City and currently engaged to a Broadway
actor. Her twin sister Liz, a community
economic developer, is married to a
general contractor in Chicago with two
children, Joe, 8, and his brand new sister,
Autumn.

From Meats to Marines
The young couple moved to Chicago
when they left Los Angeles. Barbara
promptly got a job but Jim found the
process discouraging until he landed a
job as an in-house illustrator with a small
industrial arts studio downtown in the
Loop. “All in all, it was an interesting time
there and a valuable learning experience.

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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Mostly I drew power tools for catalogs
and brochures. I even spent a couple of
months drawing meat when the National
Livestock Board became a client.” But
that lasted only eight months. “So, it was
back to pounding the pavement looking
for free-lance work. I found a couple of
things, but very few and far between.” In
the spring of 1974 the couple agreed Jim
would try to go off on his own and paint
for local summer art fairs and see where
things stood in the fall. The summer
brought a number of sales and with those
a growing confidence in his abilities as an
artist. He was even invited to participate
in a two-man show at a local country
club. “By the time autumn came around,
I felt I could go it alone and be my own
boss. Fortunately, Barb had a good job
and that would be the cushion needed to
let me do this.”

“Thus began my self-employment
as an artist. For the first year or so, I
concentrated on doing landscape pictures.
But it didn’t take long to realize that many
other artists were doing the same subject.
So, I thought about adding into the mix a
number of wildlife pictures, particularly
of birds: geese, ducks, waterfowl, and
that sort of thing. But there were a
pretty good number of people doing that
subject matter, too. How could I stand
out from my fellow artists? The one area
where there was nobody was in marine
art. Ever since my introduction to Carl
Evers’ work I had seriously toyed with
trying to paint realistic marine scenes
in watercolor. For years I had this great
passion for ships and the ocean, but I
had put off painting the subjects because,
quite frankly, I had been afraid to try for
fear of not succeeding at it. Well, time to
stop being afraid and listen to what my
Dad had always said, ‘You don’t win if
you don’t bet!’
So, taking a deep breath, I plunged

in (figuratively speaking). My first efforts
were quite poor. But over time I pretty
much taught myself how to paint water.
When I could (which was not very often),
I would get out on Lake Michigan and
just watch the water. I poured over what
other marine artists had done and, in
particular, when I could find them, Mr.
Evers’ published works. Slowly I gained
knowledge and confidence. I was selling
my work very well at the summer fairs.
But I wanted more. I wanted to get into a
gallery - or several galleries. Now this is
the funny thing about Chicago: It’s a big
boating town. We have the largest inland
harbor in the country. A lot of people like
boats, own boats, and go out sailing &
cruising on Lake Michigan. But the city
never had more than one, perhaps two
successful nautical art galleries, because
the folks here just aren’t that interested in
nautical art.
Then another life-altering event
occurred. It was in the mid-80s and I
was in a model ship store looking at the
books and periodicals when I picked up
a copy of a then-popular ship magazine
and while skimming through it saw
this announcement from a nautical art
gallery in Connecticut that was asking
artists to submit work for this large
annual exhibition they hosted. I bought
the magazine, rushed home, and called
the Mystic Gallery and spoke with the
director, Russell Jinishian. Alas, I was too
late to enter their International Exhibit
but Russell wanted to see what I did.
‘Would I send him slides?’ Would I?! I
did send him slides. He was interested
and asked if I would send a work or two.
Thus began my longstanding association
with the Mystic Maritime Gallery. And
not long after that I joined the American
Society of Marine Artists where today
I am a Signature Member.” Gradually
sales picked up so he decided to “stop
the grind of summer fair shows” that took

(Footnotes)

This work is but one facet of the life of this very colorful
artist. Born in 1921 and raised in Spain and France
by a family of accomplished singers and actors, Steel
returned to New York City as a teenager, performed
on Broadway as one of the “Dead End Kids,” sang on
radio and attended the Arts Student League before going
on to the Art Center in Los Angeles – where, he would
recall fondly, one of his teachers told him he should
“quit art and open a hamburger stand.” He served as a
Marine in WWII, the Korean War and as a combat artist
in the Vietnam War, earning the Bronze Star, the Navy
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Cross, and three purple hearts. As an artist he worked
for Disney and drew storyboards for movies such as Ben
Hur, Spartacus and Mutiny on the Bounty. And, of course,
he did hundreds of illustrations for Revell’s box covers as
well as magazine and book illustrations for Skin Diver
Magazine, the Pacific Press, Scripture Press and the
Southern Baptist Convention. In his later life he turned
to wild life art and published many limited edition
prints. In addition to having a family, he was a hunter,
fisherman, diving pioneer, underwater photographer,
author and, why not, a black belt in Judo.

up so much time that he could be using
to paint. His relationship with Mystic
continued to grow over the years and
was further strengthened in 2003 when
he won the prestigious Rudolph J. Shafer
Maritime Heritage Award at the Mystic
International Marine Art Exhibition. The
award recognizes the one work in the
show that best documents our maritime
heritage, past or present, for generations
of the future.
As noted above, Jim made Revell
plastic models of ships and had always
admired the box cover illustrations,
especially those done by John Steel (1921
–1998).6 Many share this enthusiasm
for plastic models. In fact, secondary
markets have created specialists who,
working in brass and resin, provide fine
detail additions – like instrument panels
for cockpits of aircraft, etc. There is the
International Plastic Modelers Society
and Jim joined the Chicago chapter in
the ’Seventies. In the late ’Eighties one of
the members of this local chapter called
to Jim’s attention the fact that the Revell
Company, located very near to where
Jim lived, was looking for an artist to do
illustrations for their box covers. (Steel,
who was very active on this front in the
’Sixties and ’Seventies, had moved on
to wildlife painting and thus, perhaps,
Revell was looking for more talent.)
“I went in for an interview, got a
tour of the offices where on almost every
wall was hanging a John Steel original.
I remember trying to negotiate with one
of the VPs I met to let me please buy
this one particular Steel painting. Nope,
wasn’t gonna happen.” But he got the
job and over the next several years he
did a number of paintings for them from
sailing ships to aircraft carriers to ocean
liners. “Talk about a dream come true!
All those years ago I dreamt that I could
do something like Steel and here it was
actually happening. One of the paintings
I did was for their kit of the Santa Maria
that they were going to re-introduce at
one of the industry’s large annual trade
shows. Apparently they liked the painting
so much that they had it blown up to a
wall-sized poster to hang in the corporate
entertainment suite!”
Then one day Jim received an

unexpected dividend from the many
summer months he had devoted to
summer art fairs. A customer who
bought his work at these fairs was on
the Commissioning Committee for the
U.S.S. Abraham Lincoln (CVN – 72), the
nation’s newest nuclear aircraft carrier.
He contacted Jim and offered him the
opportunity to do the commissioning
portrait of the ship and Jim seized it.
“When finished, it had to pass the critical
eye of the ship’s captain, first officer, and
the air boss. It did. They were amazed at
the detail I put into the work. I was also
invited to the commissioning of the ship
in Newport News on February 13, 1988,
and I went! What a thrill it was to see this
ship in person. Its sheer size, complexity
and power are awesome. (One hundred
thousand long tons displacement and
1092 feet long,) To stand on the deck
and then tour the vessel was an amazing
experience.” While there he met some
carrier pilots who had flown off the U.S.S.
Enterprise (CVN – 65) and, in the course
of conversation, they learned that Jim
painted that ship for Revell, a painting
they had seen. They commended him
on the work, saying in their cocky fighter
jock fashion, “Mostly you get it right.”
Well Jim was thrilled to hear this and,
in keeping with his modest ways, asked
them where he might improve on the
details. They kindly obliged and he notes,
“It was valuable information to hear.”
The history of the submarine dates
back to the Sixteenth Century but the
first one to actually attack a ship was
on September 7, 1776 when the Turtle,
built by David Bushnell a Yale graduate
(Class of ’75) and operated by Sergeant
Ezra Lee, tried (unsuccessfully) to screw
a 150 pound keg of gunpowder with
a timer to the underside of the H.M.S.
Eagle in New York harbor. European
and Latin American inventors, as well
as Americans pursued the challenge
over subsequent generations but it was
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“IN LIKE COMPANY,” a USN WW II late-war Gato-class sub •

not until October 12, 1900 that
the U.S. Navy commissioned
its first submarine, the U.S.S.
Holland (SS-1), the sixth model
by the American inventor John
P. Holland. To celebrate the
Centennial of the “Silent Service”
the U.S. Postal Service decided to
do a series of commemorative stamps so
they set out to find qualified artists. One
of their sources was the Revell Company,
which provided the names of a number
of their artists, including Jim’s. Of the
finalists, Jim won out.
Each of the five stamps in the series
reflects a different period of submarine
development. The first is of the U.S.S.
Holland; the second stamp, an S-Class
submarine, shows the advancements
in technology and size while the third
stamp depicts the Gato Class submarine
and represents the contributions that
submarines made to American naval
superiority in the Pacific during World
War II. The fourth and fifth stamps portray
a Los Angeles Class Attack submarine

(Footnotes)

This Annapolis grad (’39) served in the Submarine Force
in the various wars over the next twenty-seven years
and as a Naval Aide to President Eisenhower. He also
commanded the first twin nuclear reactor submarine,
U.S.S. Triton (SSRN 586), in its 41,000 mile, 84-day,
submerged circumnavigation of the globe (roughly
following Magellan’s route over four centuries before).
Among his awards and decorations were the Navy
7
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Cross, the Silver Star, the Gold Star in Lieu of Second
Silver Star, Legion of Merit, Bronze Star and Presidential
Unit Citation. But he is best known to the public as the
author of thirteen books, including Run Silent, Run Deep,
the best seller that United Artists made into a movie in
1958 starring Clark Gable and Burt Lancaster. He was
also a prolific author of articles and book reviews.

gouache • 9” x 15”

and an Ohio Class Submarine, a
“Boomer.” One of the highlights of
this project for Jim was when he
was called to Washington, D.C.
for a day conference to meet with
the team behind the project,
including its leading advisors, one
of whom was the highly-decorated U.S.
Navy submarine officer and best-selling
author, Captain Edward Latimer Beach, Jr.
(1918 – 2002).7 Jim was very impressed
with the Captain and floored when, at
the end of the day, Captain Beach offered
to drive him to the airport for his return
flight. “I wish the traffic had been heavier
which would have prolonged the trip.
Wow, what a sailor!”

THE ARTIST: HIS TECHNIQUES
We have seen the importance Carl
Evers and John Steel played in Griffiths’
pantheon of heroes. To these could
be added the English artist Montague
Dawson (1895 - 1973). “His portrayal
of sailing ships, particularly the clipper,
was so powerful and exciting” Jim states,
“that I became fascinated with his work
and with these ships – the SST’s (super
sonic transports) of their day. Tall and
graceful, sleek of hull, and carrying huge
amounts of canvas to dash across the
waves, speed was their sole purpose. They
were often commanded by hard-as-nails

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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masters who drove these ships and their
crews to the limits of their capabilities
and sometimes beyond that edge.”
Referring to these sailing wonders, Jim
likes to cite the last two lines of a poem
that celebrates them, “Ships,” by John
Edward Masefield (1878 – 1967), the Poet
Laureate of the United Kingdom: “They
mark our passage as a race of men - Earth
will not see such ships as those again.”
Indeed, over the years Jim’s paintings

They must deal with whatever wind
and sea throws at them at any time of
day or night, from the immobility of the
Doldrums to the ferocity of a hurricane.
For a Midwesterner who has almost
always lived in an urban/suburban type
of environment where people and help
have never been too far away, I became,
and still am, fascinated by this isolation
they experienced and the need to take
care of any problem or crisis they faced
all by themselves.
There are sights of
beauty and wonder
to be seen on the
oceans of the world
but the threat of
great danger is
always just over
the horizon. ‘Ships
of wood, men of
iron, nerves of
steel’ - this is a real
testament to the
human spirit.”

Other heroes
in Jim’s Pantheon
“IN THE STILLNESS OF THE SNOW”
include: Norman
A schooner under construction in a shipyard • gouache • 6½” x 11”
Percevel Rockwell
(1894 – 1978); Andrew Wyeth (1917 –
of the clippers became the “bread and
2009) with his “dry brush” techniques;
butter” of his career. In addition to the
Al Parker (1906 – 1985) the “Dean of
dynamic presentation of subject matter,
Illustrators” who was elected to the
Jim finds of particular note Dawson’s
Society of Illustrators’ Hall of Fame and
ability to unite in harmony of motion and
had a commemorative stamp issued of
color the ship and its surrounding sea.8
him by the United States Postal Service;
But this important relationship of ship
Ken Dallison (b. 1933), the British born
and its environment is far more than a
artist/illustrator who lived and worked in
visual aspect of art for Jim.
the United States and Canada, founded
the Automotive Fine Arts Society and is
“Most of my sailing ship paintings
a member of the Society of Illustrators in
will have the vessel alone in deep water,
New York City; Mark English (b. 1933)
and there is a reason for this,” Jim reflects.
the Texas-born cotton picker who worked
“One of the strongest impressions I got
his way up to graduate from the Art
from all the reading (and research I have
Center in Los Angeles in 1960, a dozen
done on these vessels) was the isolation
years before Jim, moved East to become
of the ship & crew once they cleared port.
one of the leading illustrators but then
Out in deep water they are absolutely on
pursued successfully an evolving style as
their own. They are totally self-reliant.
a fine artist; and, most importantly, Bernie
(Footnotes)
Fuchs, (1932 – 2009) who capped off a
8
successful illustration career in the East by
Widely considered as one of the best-known sea
painters of the Twentieth Century, Dawson grew to the
becoming a portrait painter of Presidents
role, being the grandson of the noted English landscape
and other well known celebrities and
painter Henry Dawson and spending much of his early
life on the coast or on the water. During WWI when he
athletes. “If I was going to be an illustrator,
served as an officer in the Royal Navy, he was greatly
Bernie was the guy I wanted to be like.”
influenced by the English artist C. Napier Hemy (1841
– 1917). He spent the rest of his life as a painter and
illustrator.
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As seen in the paintings sprinkled

throughout this article, Jim depicts a wide
array of subject matter, not just clipper
ships, subs and carriers. In his In the
Stillness of the Snow one sees traces of
the landscape painting that he started of
with decades ago in Chicago. He is also
at home with marine creatures, as seen in
the Dance of the Giants II. But whatever
the subject, detail is key. “I enjoy the
small details that make up any object.
The more information I can paint into any
object makes me feel I’m giving it more
credibility, more solidity, more reality. The
closer a viewer gets to one of my works,
the more he can see, like a camera lens
zooming in on its subject.” Detail requires
greater information and, as a result, Jim
has amassed a pretty substantial library
over the decades. “Before I paint a ship, I
need to know exactly what it looked like.
I am constantly on the lookout for new
sources of information, anything that I
can add to my reference. Because a great
number of the sailing ships I paint existed
before or during the start of photography,
I must rely on ships’ plans or painted
portraits of the vessels (usually done for
the ship’s owner) to aid me in accurately
depicting it. The modern military ships
are usually covered by photography that
is readily available. On occasion, visual
information on a particular vessel is not
easily accessible. In cases like that I have
had to contact the National Archives or
the Department of the Navy and hope
that they can provide or point me to the
reference material I need.”
And then there is that question all
artists face – whatever the subject or how
it is rendered: Where do the ideas for the
paintings come from? For Jim it could
be reading an article or book about “a
particular event in a ship’s history that
is exciting” or seeing “some particular
weather phenomenon that he must put on
paper to share with others” or the “sheer
beauty or power of a ship.” Camouflage
of naval vessels also fascinates Jim – with
all of the doubly difficult challenges of
rendering it in 3-D on a two dimensional
plane. And then, of course, there are the
commissions where the client wants a
specific ship in a given environment.
Once the subject has been
determined, a fascinating process ensues.
“I seem to get a precise mental picture

in my head of what the painting is going
to look like. I see the sky, the position
of the ship, and the movement of the
water exactly as I want them. I see the
colors and the lights and darks. In talking
with other artists about this, it seems
my approach here is unique. I rarely
will do any thumbnails or pencil/color
comps. On occasion I have done some
thumbnails when I have had difficulty in
trying to work out the flow of the waves,
but this is the exception rather than the
rule. For better or worse, this how I have
always done it.”
Although Jim does not do thumbnail
sketches of the painting, he does focus on
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having to draw it over and over.”

Once the vessel’s image is on
the Arches paper, the sequence is
straightforward: Paint in the sky, the sea
and then the vessel. When it comes to
the sky, he “always tries to paint in a sky
that is based on something real. Mother
Nature offers an endless parade of cloud
shapes and colors. There is a great deal
of activity going on in the sky and I try
to keep an eye on it in hopes of catching
some interesting transitory shape,
grouping, contrast of light or shadow,
or coloring.” Using his mind and digital
camera, Jim inventories these images and
draws on them as needed. (So fascinated

INTO THE LIGHT, the U.S. downeaster ‘Indiana’ • gouache • 6½” x 11”

a detailed sketch of the vessel that is to
be featured in the painting. He actually
“does a series of drawings on tracing
paper (or ‘tissues’ as he calls them), each
one refining the shape and detail of the
vessel. Often the tissue will be the exact
size I need for its image in the painting.”
Other times he will get the image enlarged
or reduced and do a new tracing of that
image. He then places the tracing paper
(with the image on one side and carbon
softly rubbed on the underside) onto the
Arches watercolor paper and transfers the
image by retracing the image, creating
a faint outline on the Arches paper. He
then removes the tissue and with a pencil
draws over the traced down lines. “It is,”
he confesses, “a tedious process but it
helps me really understand the ship by
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with skies, he has even recently begun
a series of paintings where the sky is the
major element of the painting.)
When the sky has dried, he then
lays in the water’s base color or colors
in a wash using the colors from the sky.
All through his career water has been
the focus – the big challenge, the big
opportunity. It is, he notes, “amazingly
fluid, always in motion and always
changing. It can be different colors, have
opacity, transparency and reflectivity. It
can be smooth and tranquil or immensely
large and dangerous. It can change its
color and shape in the blink of an eye.
I have devoted more than half my life to
trying to capture its ever-changing nature,
to freeze for an instant in time its mood

and try to put it on paper. It has been a
difficult challenge, sometimes rewarding
and satisfying, other times frustrating as
hell.”
Once the wash depicting the sea is
dry, he starts putting in the waves. “I will
arbitrarily start in one corner and slowly
move out across the paper following the
faint pencil lines for water flow that I’ve
laid in. The waves are done in steps with
small ones put in first: these are blended,
then more are added and these become
part of the larger wave. A wash of color
will then pull that wave section together
and it’s on to the next wave or group of
waves. I just work across the paper. If
there’re white caps or foam, that is added
in with white and it is put on opaquely.
The ship’s wake is put in last after I’ve
painted the vessel.”
When Jim first stated painting marine
subjects decades ago he used watercolor.
But “I just couldn’t make the watercolor
do what I wanted it to do. In order to
get the waves to look real I was going to
have to blend wet into dry pigment and
watercolor couldn’t handle the stress.
That is when I made the momentous
decision and tried painting in gouache. I
had learned about gouache at Art Center
and liked it a lot. But I was having some
angst at not painting in pure watercolor.
However, the gouache was perfect for the
task! It let me paint water realistically
and that was the goal I wanted to achieve.
I was also experimenting with different
weight watercolor papers. The 140-pound
paper I normally used in watercolor
wasn’t suitable for the constant wetinto-dry blendings I needed to use with
the gouache. That is when I found out
about the Arches paper and their heavier
weights. I found the 300-pound cold
press to be just what I needed. It could
take the constant wetting and blendings
and still hold up perfectly.”
Finally comes the vessel itself.
“Usually this part involves using a brush
no larger that a No. 2. All the detail work
is added with 00 and 000 brushes. If there
are any rigging lines (sailing ships) or
signal halliards/ antenna lines (on military
ships), these are lightly put in with pencil
and I will paint over them with one of
my fine-tipped brushes. Often during the
painting I will take the picture and hold it
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up to a mirror. Seeing the reverse image
allows me to view the image differently
and I can see if the lights and darks are
working, if the water looks correct, if the
ship looks right. Because I work so close
to the image I need to have a fresh look at
what I’m doing and this reverse imaging
lets me do that. It is a time consuming
process but it’s how I make the image.”
As for his materials, Jim has tried
many makes but favors Winsor & Newton
gouache, noting that it is finely ground
and, when thinned, the color will always
dry out smoothly with no inconsistencies

of wood and arrange a bunch of very
heavy coffee table books on top of the
cardboard. I let it sit for at least twentyfour hours. This is my ‘high tech’ press.”
Ten years ago, Jim had a bout with
cancer. As he recovered he promised
himself to do all of the things in his
professional and personal life that he had
been putting off. This led to extensive travel
with his wife Barbara – much of it focused
on art in Europe - and a determination to
paint things he had been putting off, like
military subjects. This he has done. “As
of now I have almost thirty works here in
the studio and a number are out
in select galleries.”9 Looking back
at his long and successful career,
Jim reflects, “I guess the driving
force in my life has been the desire
to share with others the passion,
enjoyment, and /or excitement of
something I have seen or felt or
experienced and hope that it will
strike a similar chord in them. And
I can do this for as long as I am
able to hold a brush or a pencil
and put my marks onto a piece of
paper. How lucky can I be?”

Jim in his Studio

in the surface. He also likes the accuracy
of their colors and the subtlety of hues
offered within a particular color group.
As noted, he uses Arches 300-pound
cold press watercolor paper. Of the many
brands and other paper weights he has
tried, he likes the way this paper “has
just the right surface to grab the paint.”
Moreover, he does not have to stretch this
weight of paper as its thickness will not
allow wrinkling.” It will warp, particularly
with some of the large area washes that
I apply, but a simple and careful folding
back will mostly straighten out the paper,
giving me a flat surface to work on.”
When the painting is done, he gives it
a final flattening. “I wet the back of the
paper and then place the paper face
down between clean sheets of cardboard
that are resting on a two-inch thick piece
(Footnotes)

In addition to the Mystic Maritime Gallery, Jim followed
Russell Jinishian to his new gallery when Russell left
Mystic many years ago. The Art of the Sea Gallery in
South Thomaston, ME and the Gallery on Merchant
Square, Williamsburg, VA also represents him.

9
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(Endnotes)

For other reading about this incident and these escort
carriers, see:
1. Commander Roy L. Swift & Robert J. Cressman,
“The Tale of Two Block Islands,’ The Hook (The Journal of
Carrier Aviation), 1986 Winter issue, pp. 22 – 39.
2. William Youngblood, Hunter-Killer: U.S. Escort
Carriers in the Battle of the Atlantic [Illustrated], Naval
Inst Press; illustrated edition (October 1983), ISBN-10:
0870212869, ISBN-13: 978-0870212864, 288 pages.
(A highly rated read by Amazon).
3. James L. Noles, Jr., “All Guts, No Glory: What they
lacked in strength, World War II escort carriers made up
in numbers...and the perseverance of their crews,” Air &
Space Magazine, July 1, 2004.
A

Charles Raskob Robinson is
a Fellow of the Society. He
paints at Brush Hill, a studio
built in 1752, located in
Washington, CT and formerly
owned by Connecticut and
New Mexico artist Eric
Sloane. Some of Charlie’s
work may be seen on his
website at:
www.brushhillstudios.com.

ASMA
15th NATIONAL
EXHIBITION

will be our most ambitious National
ever and will be seen by tens of
thousands from the Atlantic coast, the
Midwest, the Gulf Coast, inland Texas
and the Pacific Coast and then by
millions on our web site.

The Exhibition Schedule is:
Cornell Museum of Art
and American Culture
Delray Beach, Florida
October 27, 2011 – January 2, 2012
www.oldschool.org
Mobile Museum of Art
Mobile, Alabama
January 19, 2012– April 8, 2012
www.mobilemuseumofart.com
Art Museum of Southeast Texas
Beaumont, Texas
April 21 – June 17, 2012
www.amset.org
Art Museum of South Texas
Corpus Christi, TX
June 30 – August 25, 2012
www.stia.org
Museum of the Southwest
Midland, Texas
September 4 – December 7, 2012
www.museumsw.org
The Haggin Museum
Stockton, CA
December 20, 2012 – March 3, 2013
www.hagginmuseum.org
Coos Art Museum
Coos Bay, OR
March 22 – May 18, 2013
www.coosart.org
Minnesota Marine Art Museum
Winona, MN
June 4 – July 28, 2013
www.minnesotamarineart.org

The 15th National Exhibition: 2011-2013 (Continued)
A Preview -Art Museum of South Texas, Corpus Christi, Texas
Art Museum of South Texas
Corpus Christi, Texas

The beautiful Art Museum of South Texas Complex on the Gulf
of Mexico, showing the Johnson building to the left with the red
mark on it; the pyramid building, designed by architects Victor
and Ricardo Legoretta; and in the distance, the Water Garden
and the Harbor Bridge.

Philip C. Johnson (1906 – 2005),
one of the most influential American
architects and one of the founders of the
International School of architecture that
has shaped modern office buildings in
cities around the world, designed the
dramatic Museum of South Texas that will
host of the ASMA 15th National Exhibition
in Corpus Christi, TX next year from June
30 to August 25. Known as the Dean of
American Architecture, he created the
famous “Glass House,” the design for
Lincoln Center and the pioneering glass
and bronze Seagram’s Building both in
New York City before designing dozens of
other landmarks over the next fifty years,
including this gleaming white Art Museum
of South Texas overlooking the waters of
Corpus Christi Bay.
Constructed in 1972 entirely out
of white concrete and plaster, the Art
Museum seems to radiate with the strong
South Texas heat and light. This was the
purpose, as stated by Philip Johnson:
“Light is the essence, and light coming
in from all sides is especially bathing and
soothing.” The floor-to-ceiling windows
offer a spectacular view of Corpus Christi
Bay as well as the Harbor Bridge. An
additional building, featuring thirteen
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rooftop pyramids and stunning use of color
and light, was designed by international
architects Victor and Ricardo
Legorreta and completed in
2006. It doubled the Museum’s
size, bringing it to an impressive
60,000 square feet.

was decommissioned in 1991. Director Joe
Schenk notes that “All of these neighboring
cultural institutions help create a whole
wonderful experience for our visitors and
I do hope that ASMA members will spend
time visiting them all when they come to
see the 15th National Exhibition.”

Joseph
Schenk,
the
Director of the Art Museum,
says, “We are thrilled and
very much looking forward to
hosting this ASMA exhibition
and think it is a perfect fit given
our location on the water and
the steady growth of Corpus
Christi as one of the nation’s
most important port cities. I believe we
are now ranked number six in terms of
cargo tonnage. Our community will very
much appreciate the marine art you are
bringing.”

Fellow Kent Ullberg, the internationally
renowned sculptor of wildlife, and his wife,
Veerle, live in Corpus Christi for part of the
year and in Colorado, where Kent does his
casting, for the rest of the year. He draws
inspiration from the waters and coastal
estuaries of the Gulf and, as related in the
“Notes from Brush Hill” article done about
him some years ago, he likes to go out in

The Art Museum is one of the jewels
found in the necklace of cultural and
entertainment centers, parks, beaches
and boulevards that make up the Bayfront
section of Corpus. As seen in the map of the
area, one finds a Visitors’ Center, Heritage
Park, the Bayfront Plaza and Convention
Center, the Texas State Aquarium, the
Harbor Playhouse the Selena Auditorium,
the Solomon Ortiz Center, in addition to
the prominently located Art Museum. Of
particular interest to those Society members
who are able to see the exhibition in
Corpus Christi is the U.S.S. Lexington (CV16) Museum on the Bay. Located just on
the other side of the bay and in full view of
the Art Museum, the 910-foot, 45,000-ton
carrier is the nation’s most distinguished,
having served the United States longer
and set more records than any other
carrier in the history of naval aviation.
Launched in 1943 this Essex class
carrier participated in nearly every
major battle in the Pacific during
WWII. The Japanese reported her
sunk four times, only to reemerge prompting Tokyo Rose to call her
the “Blue Ghost.” After a long life in
other Pacific theaters of combat, she

Triptych, “Evolution”, by Kent Ullberg

the Gulf at dusk alone and finding the right
place, swim with the dolphins. Kent has
had exhibitions at the Art Museum and, in
fact, has a gallery at the Museum named
after him. The “Brush Hill” article talked
about how he creates his compositions
and made specific reference to one of his
early, and now famous, works Evolution
depicted here. This triptych in bronze is
permanently mounted at the Art Museum
in a gallery adjoining the Ullberg Gallery.
It is rare that one of our exhibition hosts has
such close ties with a member of the ASMA
family – all the more reason to come to the
exhibition. It will be sort of family reunion.

Art Museum of South Texas, Corpus Christi, Texas
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The ASMA

WAR
OF
1812
Project
Signature Member Patrick O’Brien and uses
another of his works, The U. S. S. United
States and the H. M. S. Macadonian, in
the cover story article inside by historian
William H. White.

A CALL FOR 1812 ART BY ASMA ARTISTS
FOR NEW WEB SITE
The ASMA Exhibition Committee has
been working on a project to celebrate the
Bicentennial of the War of 1812. It involves
a new and exciting approach for the Society.
Key to its success will be participation of
ASMA artists who have created or will
create scenes of the War that can be used
to illustrate the storyline of the War. If this
is you, please read this carefully for it offers
exceptional opportunities to have your
work seen over an extended period of time
by potentially tens of millions of viewers.
Even though the actual Bicentennial does
not formally begin for well over a year,
already the media is on the bandwagon.
Take, for instance, the National Maritime

NATIONAL MARITIME HISTORICAL SOCIETY

SEA HISTORY
No. 134

SPRING 2011

$3.75

THE ART, LITERATURE, ADVENTURE, LORE & LEARNING OF THE SEA

After the Committee deliberated for
several months last year about mounting
a traditional traveling exhibition for the
Bicentennial featuring the work of ASMA
artists along with art and artifacts from the
permanent collections of several museums
and historical societies, the Committee
proposed instead and ASMA management
agreed to try a new concept: Create a
dedicated web site. The potential audience
will be vastly greater – and international
– and a web site exhibition allows much
greater flexibility, involves no shipping,
insurance or management logistics and very
little expense. If successful, this approach
could be used for other “theme” exhibitions
hosted by the Society in the future and,
in fact, our President, Russ Kramer, has
already called for any members interested
in using this approach for the Civil War’s
150th Anniversary to contact him (russ@
russkramer.com).
www.thewarof1812illustrated.org

War of 1812, Year one
Restoring an Icon, the Whaler Charles W. Morgan Prepares for Sea
Building Ships in the Wilderness, Moscoso’s Expedition of 1543
Moses Rogers, Fired Up with Steamboat Fever
S•O•S, Rescue and Salvage at Sea
Sea History for Kids

USS Constitution vs. HMS Java
by Patrick O’Brien
Courtesy National Maritime Historical Society

Historical Society. The spring issue of its
magazine Sea History features on its cover
The U. S. S. Constitution and the H.M.S.
Java a dramatic sea battle painted by our
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The concept is simple. The web site
will have a storyline (the chronological
history of events leading up to the War,
starting from the Quasi War of 1798 – 1800,
going through the Barbary Wars and on to
the War itself which began in the middle
of 1812 and lasted until early 1815). The
storyline will be very concise – a difficult
task given the length and complexity of
the seventeen-year period it relates – and
is being written by three faculty members
of the History Department of Temple
University in Philadelphia, Professor Seth
Bruggeman, who is also the Director of the
University’s Public History Department,
Christopher Golding and Joshua Wolfe. The
latter two are doctoral candidates whose
dissertations aptly focus on the “Global

Blue Water Strategy of the Royal Navy
during the Napoleonic Wars”(a period that
includes our seventeen year purview) and
the “Impact British Impressments had on
American Society.” Temple University is
one of the leaders in “Public History” in
this country and this too is perfect for us
since this is history meant for the public
verses traditional history, which is generally
written by academicians for academicians.
ILLUSTRATING THE 1812 WEB SITE: A
KEY ROLE FOR ASMA ARTISTS
There will be two sources of images to
“illustrate” this storyline: art and scrimshaw
by ASMA artists and art and artifacts from
the permanent collections of select sister
institutions. These include the United States
Navy (both its Naval Heritage Command
in Washington and the spectacular, newly
renovated Museum/Instruction Center at
the U. S. Naval Academy in Annapolis, MD)
as well as museums and historical societies
here in the United States, Canada and the
United Kingdom (the three participants
in the War). The new web site will be
“organic” so that it can evolve and change
over its projected three to four life span.
This would allow us to highlight events as
they happened two hundred years before –
for instance, the Atlantic sea battles would
be featured from the summer of 2012 to the
spring of 2013, the fleet building efforts on
the Lakes during the winter of 2012 - 2013,
the Battle of Lake Erie in September 2013,
the Battle of Baltimore/Star Spangle Banner
in September 2014, the Battle of New
Orleans in January 2015, etc.
Another important advantage of a
dedicated web site as opposed to the
traditional “brick and mortar” exhibition is
the artist needs only provide an image of the
artwork; the original can be long gone to a
collector or museum. While the web site’s
low resolution impedes any commercial
pirating of the image, the benefits of public
exposure are considerable. The web site

would credit the art and artifacts from sister
institutions as will that from ASMA artists
and, like all ASMA museum exhibitions, the
web site would list the participating ASMA
artists and how to contact them. The power
of this exposure is seen in the O’Brien
works mentioned above. The cover piece
was sold years ago but the other
work was new. It sold within
hours of the issue coming off the
press. The expected media surge
of attention on the War over the
next three years will drive hits
on the ASMA site, especially
since no other organization will
offer what we will and we will
be one of the few nationally
based organizations likely to
focus on the War aside from the
U. S. Navy. Moreover, once the
image is provided for the web
site, the original can be used
for the many 1812 exhibitions
local and regional museums will
host during the next three years
or it could be used in gallery
exhibitions, doubling the market
presence and even further
expediting its sale.
The Chair of the Exhibition
Committee, Charlie Robinson,
says, “This project will be first
class and will do the Society
proud but key to its success will
be to find work our artists have already
done and to encourage them to do new
additional works. So if you have done
anything you think is relevant to the War
and the years leading up to it, please send
me an e-mail (crasrob@aol.com). Also,
bear in mind there will be exhibitions at
various regional and local museums and
historical societies, many of which will
provide images for our web site, and they
would probably be interested in exhibiting
new works by our artists.”
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DOZENS OF SCENES THAT COULD BE
ILLUSTRATED ON THE WEB SITE
The Committee has prepared an
extensive – but not all-inclusive - spreadsheet
of events and ships that can be used to
illustrate the storyline. Our artists have
already painted about three-dozen of these

Committee member Mike Killelea
is directing the effort to determine if our
sister institutions have art or artifacts that
would illustrate the events and ships on
the spreadsheet described above and, if
so, to enlist their participation by providing
images of them. If you know of a local

“USS United States vs HMS Macedonian” - 12” x 16” - Oil on Canvas - Patrick O’Brien

events and that list will grow as we learn
about other existing works. But at this point
there are far more events and ships to be
painted than completed paintings of them.
So, if you are willing to create something
new or if you have something already done,
please e-mail Charlie Robinson and he will
send you both spreadsheets so you can see
the wide range of choices. Remember, there
is a long time horizon here so you could
do a work anytime over the next three
years. But the sooner, the better – both for
the exposure of your art and for the early
success of the web site.

museum or historical society that has art
and/or artifacts (including ship models) of
the War and that you think might be willing
to provide us with images of them, please
send Mike an e-mail (art@killeleart.com).
The Committee plans to have the web site
up and running by the end of this year
but it could be sooner. ASMA member
participation will be the key to success.
And any member interested in being on the
1812 Bicentennial Web Site Committee is
encouraged to contact Charlie Robinson or
Mike Killelea.

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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A Plein Air Trip Down The San Juan River
An Artist’s Log -by Signature Member Richard Boyer
In this issue, we continue the series of
articles from Signature Member Richard Boyer,
from Salt Lake City, Utah, who took a week long
plein air painting trip down the San Juan River.
This issue we are serializing days two and three.
Look for the final installment in the Summer issue.
Richard began painting at an early age
while still attending High school in Williamsville,
New York. He graduated from the University of
Utah, where for five years he studied portrait and
figurative art under Alvin Gittins. Gittins ability
to render the figure influences Richard to this
day. After several years in Germany and Sweden
(where he met his wife), he returned to Salt Lake
City.
Arts In the Parks honored him with the Grand
Canyon Purchase Award in 2005, the Purchase
award from the Grand Teton Natural History
Association and the Marine Art Award in 2003
and 2006. He has also received Judge’s Choice
Awards in the Arts In the Parks competition for
both 2000 and 2001.
He shows with “Oil Painters of America”,
“Salmagundi Club” and “Mystic Internationals,
all of which have honored him with awards.
He won the Stobart Foundation Award at the
Twenty-Third Mystic International. Richard
joined ASMA in 2008 and advanced to Signature
Member in 2010. Check out Richard’s website,
http//:richardboyerart.com and his blog,
http//:richardboyer.blogspot.com

Sunday, May 16
We slept well last night. Maybe
the wine had something to do with it,
or maybe my frontal cortex was just
too overloaded from the conversations
the night before. Coffee was first on the
agenda. I was in charge of the French
press. This can be a daunting chore when
you are not sure which dry box it was
packed into. After searching through the
last one, I finally found it and fired up a
pot of water on the portable propane stove
we had. I placed seven large tablespoon
heaps of Columbian coffee in the bottom
and filled the press up with boiling
water. The top with plunger went on and
I waited five minutes. Slowly I pushed
the sieve down with the plunger handle,
trapping all the grounds below. With a full
cup of steaming, stout coffee in my hand
I was ready. The aroma finally reached
my frontal cortex and I found the muffins.
This morning we had to travel 18
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miles by river and deal with Ross Rapid.
The white water was a class two with a
long wave train. They describe it as such
because of the long path of sinusoidal
waves against the cliff on river left.
We stopped at mile 45, another old
mining area they call Honaker. Here they
found gold dust in the river back in the
1800’s and thought it originated from
the area. Unfortunately it was merely
trace amounts that had actually washed
down from the San Juan Mountains in
Colorado. Nevertheless they spent a lot of
time building a trail that switch backed its
way up the steep canyon wall to haul in
supplies. Nobody made a dime on the
venture, but for us it was a worthy lunch
spot. We spent an hour hiking part way up
the trail afterwards for a precarious view
down the canyon.
Chang, the New York Times
photographer, was on my raft and was
anxious to get ahead in order to get
pictures of everyone going through Ross
rapid. He was the one I was most worried
about, when he showed up in Salt Lake
City with two large suitcases and a duffle
bag filled with photography equipment.
Dave and I both thought just how the Hell
are we suppose to get all that stuff on the
raft. Ten thousand dollars worth of camera
equipment was a tall order to keep bone
dry.
Within an hour we were lining
ourselves up on the left side of the river
for the rapid. Chang noticed a group at
the top on the right side scouting out
the waves. I was too busy watching the
rock cliff on the left side race by as we
worked our way down the wave train.
At the bottom there was a large rock in
the middle of the river, once past that the
object was to row as hard as you could
to get over to the right side. A camp site
was there and a nice spot to walk back
up river to watch people coming though.
We managed to get it over to the shallow
water there and Chang jumped out with a
few cameras to run up the side of the rapid
for the best view. I was stuck holding
the raft and talking to a very drunk river
runner, who must have belonged to the

group at the top. Our group had also
collected themselves at the top on river
right to survey the best route for the canoe.
Preferably not straight down the middle
where the waves were the highest. It was
decided that Dave would take the other
raft down next followed by the Ducky and
last the canoe. With all the inflatables at
the bottom, I could borrow the Ducky in
case the canoe ran into trouble.
Art and Todd proudly agreed to take
the canoe through Ross. Dave and a few
others stood by the side with throw ropes
in case they needed a line. I took the
Ducky out to the middle of the river in case
they went swimming. We all watched in
anticipation as they lined themselves up
on the right side of the wave train, in an
effort to avoid the large waves that would
flood the boat. From my angle I saw how
the strength of the current swept them into
the main flow; it was now only a question
of time until they would fill the canoe up
with water. Sure enough I watched them
slowly sinking deeper and deeper into
the waves to that inevitable conclusion.
The canoe slowly rolled over on its right
side and both were spilled out into the
turbulent water gasping for air.
I was waited in the middle of the
river to offer assistance. There I saw Todd
holding on to the capsized canoe and Art
trailing behind. I positioned myself in front
of the floating mass and collectively we
floated along together as we tied the bow
line of the canoe to the inflatable kayak.
Getting them over was another problem,
the mass just pulling me along the river as
well. The current was quite strong. Finally
after a combined effort of them swimming
and me paddling we reached the shore a
half mile later. Todd touched ground and
was able to stand up and pull the canoe
up against the rocks. That’s when we
noticed Art still floating out in the river;
he yelled back that everything was fine,
just a banged up knee.
Dave was already in the process of
rowing the raft after him, so Todd and I
turned our attention to righting the canoe
and getting out the water. They had lost
their bailing bucket somewhere in the

wall of the canyon
was
illuminated
from reflected light
somewhere
farther
down
the
canyon
where the sun was
shining. I had a coffee
in hand and about an
hour before the rays
of the sun would hit
my easel. The glowing
orange of the sandstone
was really popping out
and made an excellent
contrast to the blues
reflected in the water.
Ross Rapids • 12 x 16 • Oil

rapid. Leaving us with no other choice to
get the water out than to lift up the entire
canoe and flip it over in the air. This took
several attempts with the soft mud at the
river’s edge. We found ourselves sinking
up to our knees. Finally after the third try
we managed to get most of the water out
and Todd hoped back in to join the chase
after Art, who was still bobbing along in
the middle of the river.
I pulled back out into the main stream
of the river and ran into Matt, the New
York Times reporter, who was now trying
to negotiate the raft I left up stream at the
bottom of Ross Rapid. He had a worried
look on his face, the idea of managing
something that handled like a bus didn’t
appeal to him so well. We switched and I
took over the raft. By the time we caught
up to the rest, Art was climbing aboard
Dave’s boat with some bruises. A mile
later we were at the camp site on river
left, tending to the wounds of the day.
Single malt scotch was given to
the patients and soon we were dinning
on another Dutch over dinner of Thai
chicken.

Monday, May 17
I woke up early and started a 12x16
of the river meandering downstream. The
sun wasn’t hitting the walls of the canyon
yet and the air was still cool. The right
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Several of the
researchers
had
gathered behind me to
discus the merits of a straight river verses
one that meanders in the painting. I told
them in my opinion it keeps the viewer
from racing down the length of the river
and makes for a better composition.

Morning View Down River • 12x16 •

My comment was translated into added
stimuli for the cognitive mind to process,
and off the conversation progressed in the
background. Matt was taking notes.
Soon we were on our way. Breakfast
was finished off and the gear packed
onto the rafts. We had a shorter day
today, about 12 miles to our next camp
site at Slickhorn and the last major rapid.
We had been warned by the ranger that

Government Rapid had become much
more difficult with the low water level. At
the present level of 1200 cfs, “cubic feet
a second” large boulders became visible
and changed the topography of rapid into
more or less an obstacle course. Until
then we had a slow leisurely float down
the river.
We planned to stop at John’s Canyon.
This part was the deepest in the canyon,
exposing limestone layers dating back
more than 300 million years ago, back
to a time when the area was under water
in a shallow sea. Back to a time before
the river, a time when Brachiopods and
Trilobites swam around. It was hard to
believe that now we were just under a
mile up in elevation.
John’s Canyon was to be our lunch
spot. We just had to negotiate our way
around the shallow rocky alluvial field
that spilled out from the hanging canyon.
In higher water most of the fossil beds
would be under several
feet of water, but
instead the rocks were
catching the bottom of
the rafts. We pulled in
as close as we could
get and walked the
rest through the angle
deep water to the sandy
shoreline. The Tamarisk
bushes had grown up
to the height of small
trees and offered the
perfect shade from the
hot afternoon sun. With
all the rain southern
Utah had this spring,
the wild flowers were
Oil
out in abundance. This
included the Sphaeralcea ambigua,
commonly known as Globe Mallow with
its bright orange flowers. It was worth a
painting.
The research scientists grumbled,
“How long will this take?”
Within a short while most of it was
finished and the pressure was on to move
forward to Government Rapid. It was
Continued on Page 20
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A Plein Air Trip Down The San Juan River
though that we might be there a while.

From half a mile away we could hear
the roar of the white water smashing its
way over rocks. We pulled over to the left
side at the top to scout the rapid. This is
where you walk along the shore, studying
the rapid for your best route through the
maize. I noticed that Dave was not coming
over to the left side of the river, meaning

Morning Light at John’s Canyon • 12x16 •

that he was just going to go for it from
past experience. Chang had his cameras
ready. I yelled out, but it was to no avail,
the roar of the river was deafening. His
raft followed the main flow on the right
side of the river; there the water was glass
smooth at the top. It then crested over
what seemed like a straight line at the top
and plunged down a steep incline through
the rocks and churning white water. The
raft followed the current and stopped dead
still atop a massive boulder. The right oar
had hung up on a rock and broken out of
the oarlock. I watched as the force of the
current then grabbed it and sent it floating
down through the bubbling water, until it
then disappeared out of sight. The flow of
water then pivoted the raft 180 degrees.
He was still standing there perfectly still
in the middle of the rapid.
Dave looked around to survey the
situation and shifted his weight a little
backwards; just enough to shift the mass
off the center of the rock. They slid off the
backside and continued the rest of the
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way backwards through Government. He
managed to get the raft over to the right
side with one oar. He had a spare one tied
to the side of the raft.

water and continue on down through the
rapid. I saw them both hopping up and
down on what looked like the surface of
the water.

I was next with Chang, who decided
it best to put his camera in a plastic bag for
safe keeping. After watching their ordeal I
made a mental note to try and pull to the
left to avoid the same fate as Dave. Chang
sat down low with his
camera pointing over
the bow of the boat. I
wasn’t sure how much
a plastic bag would
help if the entire
thing fell in the water.
We lined ourselves
up and went off the
edge. The current was
strong and left little
time to move any
direction. I managed
to get one stroke in
with my oars, enough
so that we hit the rock,
but didn’t high center
on it. We grazed by
and heard it scraping
against the side of the
Oil
boat. We were still
facing forward and continued unscathed
through the rest of the rapid. Art and Matt
followed behind in the Ducky, hitting the
same rock. They pulled up beside me. It
was now time for the canoe.

Arms were waving up in the air
from the members higher up along the
shoreline; a signal for me to join in the
conference. When I finished hiking back
up I saw what had happened. Paul and
Todd were standing on top of the canoe
that was on its side under water and
wrapped tight around a large boulder to
the right of the main channel. The force
of the water had bend the boat in half
along the keel and it now looked like a
permanent fixture pressed flat against the
rock.

Several of our group lined the
shoreline to offer assistance and
photograph the inevitable. I was at the
bottom waiting in the inflatable kayak in
case they needed to be pulled to shore. I
had a feeling it would be a repeat of Ross
Rapid.
What happened next puzzled me
from my perspective. I saw Paul and Todd
setting up for the rapid and watched as
the canoe mysteriously moved sideways
across the smooth water into the rocks
over on the right side at the top. From
what I found out later, a gust of wind had
hit the side of the canoe and pushed it
laterally right across the water. The canoe
slowly sank and dipped on its side out
of my view. There I waited for several
minutes hoping they would empty the

It was decided that Art and I should
attempt to paddle across the top of the
rapid to reach the other side and offer
assistance. We made it across and tied
up the Ducky around a rock to survey
the situation. The canoe basically had the
same contour as the rock with several tons
or water pressure pushing against it. We
tried in vain to move it a little, but moving
the three ton boulder would have been
easier in the end. I saw Dave back on the
other side and made the hand gesture of
a slice across the neck “The canoe was
dead.” He nodded, the canoe had been
with him for many a year and it was like
losing a loved one!
We salvaged what we could off the
submerged craft and the three hiked up the
right bank to a waiting raft at the bottom.
I said my farewell to the canoe and took
off in the inflatable down the rapid, hitting
the same rock as before. At the bottom
Matt and Chang wanted to interview the
group over the loss of a loved one, instead
we toasted with beers. At least Paul and
Todd were able to walk away from it all. If
anything, it would make for a good river
story.
Three miles later we were pulling
into our camp site at Slickhorn Canyon.
We reveled over the days events with box
wine and dinner.
The sky was beginning to cloud over.
The final installment of this article
will appear in the Summer issue of the
ASMA News & Journal

Exhibitions and Awards

New London, CT
Gallery Hosts
Invitational Exhibition

Left to Right: Bill Hanson, Russell Vujs, Steve Lush, Del-Bouree Bach,
Bob Perkowski, Jeff Sabol

A show of paintings
and sculptures by ASMA
artists opened Friday,
April 1st at the Gallery
at Firehouse Square in
downtown New London,
Connecticut.

The show will be on
exhibit through May 27th.
The Society helped introduce ASMA Signature Members and Fellows to the Gallery
and twenty-eight   from New York and New England participated with over 60
pieces in this “Invitational” Exhibition organized by the Gallery. The opening was
well attended and several pieces were sold on opening night.

Nationally renowned artist, Leonard Mizerek
wins award at The National Arts Club.
Leonard Mizerek, shown here below his original oil
painting entitled “Dusk on the Cape”, this years winner of
The Salzman Award For Excellence in Painting.

The 112th Annual Exhibiting Artist Members’ Show
awards reception was held April 1st, 2011 at the historic
landmark Tilden Mansion, home to the NAC. The judge
this year was Michael Gormley, Editor of American Artist
Magazine.

The NAC was founded in 1898 to stimulate, foster and promote public interest
in the arts and educate the American people in the fine arts. Founded by Charles
de Kay, literary and art critic for the New York Times, and a group of distinguished
artists and patrons, it looked to provide a gathering place for artists, patrons and
audiences in all of the arts. The art world at the time had taken a shift away from
Europe and the American art world had come alive. Members have included three
presidents, and distinguished figures in all the arts including literature, music,
architecture, fine arts, and the dramatic arts.
For more information visit the website at www.nationalartsclub.org

18th Annual

MARITIME ART EXHIBIT

COOS ART MUSEUM - JULY 30 THRU OCTOBER 1, 2011
Coos Art Museum continues its tradition of hosting an annual
Maritime Art Exhibition on the scenic southern Oregon Coast.
Coinciding with the opening of this annual marine art exhibit is
the Plein-Air/Paint out event for maritime painters.

Deadline for submissions is Saturday, May 7, 2011

Jurors for this year’s event will be ASMA Signature Members,
Alan Ryall and Jon Olson and ASMA Fellow Paul Mullally
Complete Information and Prospectus from:

www.coosart.org
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AREA REPRESENTATIVES

Asma North

Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire, Ohio, Rhode
Island, Vermont, Wisconsin, England* and Canada*
*For US Citizens Living Abroad

Steve Lush

stevelus49@aol.com

advisor to area representatives

Lois Salmon Toole

lstoole@windstream.net

Phil Cusumano

philcusumano@ymail.com

Asma East

Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New
Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia

Lisa Egeli

lisa@lisaegeli.com                        

Bob Averill

averillgallery@aol.com

Asma South

Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee

Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com

Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Puerto Rico, Texas,
and the US Virgin Islands

Val Sandell
valartist@aol.com

advisor to area representatives

Robert C. Semler
robert@rcsemlerart.com

Asma West

Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii,
Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah,
Washington, Wyoming • FPO and AE

Alan Ryall

alan@alanryall.com

Dutch Mostert

dutchmostert@netscape.net

advisors to area representatives

Kim Shaklee

kim@kimshaklee.com

Bob Dykes

robert.dykes@cox.net

Jon Olson

jonlolson@aol.com

Austin Dwyer
aadwyer@verizon.net

Adam Koltz

adamkoltz@sbcglobal.net

Grant Saylor

gsaylor@hotmail.com

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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The Fellows
Corner
Insights and
Inspirations from
ASMA’s top artists

Bay of Manhattan, 1661, 16 x 20 inches, oil on canvas, 2008
This painting depicts the Dutch West India Company ship, Trouw, as
it approaches the East River in 1661. A small fishing skiff, inbound
for the Hudson River, passes astern. Governor Pieter Stuyvesant’s
“Great House” and the Church within the walls of Fort Amsterdam
are the most prominent skyline buildings in the background.

Len Tantillo is without doubt among
our most accomplished members.
How he brings the past to life, and
connects us with our ancestors and
their daily lives is truly amazing.
Technically, his paintings are as
accurate as his exhaustive research
allows. But more than that, his ability
to capture light and mood make
them feel as though they were painted
from life. His work was the subject of a
PBS documentary; he was commissioned
by the Metropolitan Museum of Art to
create a rendition of a Dutch House for
the American Wing; and he was recently
featured in a prestigious museum exhibition
in Holland. You can see more of Len’s work
at www.lftantillo.com
Russ Kramer, President

Picturing History by Len Tantillo

Creekside, 16 x 20 inches, oil on canvas, 2009
This painting depicts a Dutch farmstead of the mid to late
17th century in upstate New York. Several such structures are
known to have been built along the Papscanee Creek about 6
miles south of the present day city of Albany, New York.

Manhattan, 1660, 20 x 42 inches, oil on canvas, 2008
A view of the skyline of Manhattan in the mid seventeenth century
from Governor’s Island. The entrance to the Hudson River is off to
the left and marked by the old windmill. The large house on the right
side, situated at the end of the dock, was owned by Pieter Stuyvesant.
A Dutch merchant ship departs for the Netherlands.
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When I decided to pursue a career
as a professional artist I was determined
to devote all my efforts to the visual
documentation of the heritage of New
York State. That was 30 years and
hundreds of paintings and drawings
ago. With few exceptions this theme

represents the body of my work. My
subjects have represented every region
of New York from Lake Erie to Long
Island Sound and every era from the
pre-contact period of native people to

the present. Up until a few years ago
I focused on the upper Hudson and
Mohawk regions. Recently, my interests
have led downriver to a comprehensive
exploration of 17th century Manhattan.
Depicting the skyline of any city
in any time period is a daunting task.
Setting an historical painting in the
1600s, with no photographs and a few
primitive images to refer to, complicates
a project immensely. Careful and timeconsuming research is required to
determine even the general texture of
that era.
Researching a specific structure
that existed centuries ago is always
difficult. This is particularly true for
the early history of the United States.
Records are lost and period documents
and archeological materials require
scrutiny and professional interpretation.
Much of my work is based on data from
the New York State Library, the New
York Public Library, the New York State
Archives, local and regional historical
societies and museums. The use of
these facilities over the years has given
me access to a network of professional
historians.
In addition to historical data I also
try to imagine what effects usage and
the immediate environment would
have on the specific features I am
depicting.
Although the likelihood
of absolute accuracy is very small, my
goal is to establish a credible sense of
reality.
Picturing facts is one thing but
making art is something altogether
different. It’s true that I want you to
believe that what I express on canvas
is historically accurate, but that is
just subject matter. A good painting
elicits an emotional response from a
viewer. This is much more difficult to
accomplish than all the research that
precedes it. It’s the challenge and the
ultimate goal of every work I undertake.

Reference Models
I’ve always been a model builder.
When I was growing up model

airplanes and ships were a way of
life. As an architectural student and
later as a practicing architect I built
cardboard models of building designs.
This technique of representing three
dimensional structures became an
invaluable tool when my career shifted
to the creation of historical paintings.
About 7 years ago I discovered that
digital modeling offered many more
options than static physical structures.
Digital modeling is tedious and time
consuming but the end results provide
possibilities for visualization limited
only by the artist’s imagination.

Hanover Square, Manhattan 1658, 18 x 31 inches, oil on canvas, 2007
Hanover Square lies a few blocks southeast of Wall Street in lower Manhattan. Today it is difficult to imagine this busy center of
international commerce as a simple unpaved street in the colonial Dutch village of New Amsterdam.

The program that I find the most
helpful and easiest to get started with
is “Rhino.” For rendering and special
effects I use “Maya.” Both programs are
costly, with “Rhino” being a bit more
affordable. Although you can obtain a
trial version of “Rhino” to see if it’s right
for you, I would recommend taking a
class or two so you don’t end up mired
in confusing details.

Digital Model of Manhattan, circa 1660
This model was constructed in the Rhino 4.0 program,
where all the initial planning and editing was done. After the
completion of the basic geometry, the model was transferred
to Maya 8.5 for lighting effects, texturing and rendering. It
is based largely on period documents, subsequent maps and
19th century surveys

Digital Model of a Dutch Bark, circa 1645
This model was developed from
period documents and research
done in the Netherlands at
the Scheepvart Museum. It is
intended to represent a vessel
that was owned and operated by
Arent van Curler, a prominent
fur trader who lived north of
Albany, NY from 1638 to 1662.

Seahorse at Slacktide, 16 x 20 inches, oil on canvas, 2004
A Dutch yacht owned and operated by Teunis Dirckse van Vechten
on the Hudson River, circa 1648.

Len Tantillo is a Fellow
of the Society.
He resides in Nassau,
New York
You may see more
of Len’s work on his
website:
www.lftantillo.com
Fort Orange and the Patroon’s House, 10 x 14 inches, oil on panel, 2009
This is a subject I have been studying for the last 28 years. I’ve painted it many times and in each rendition I have revised my
thinking based on new research. This painting was commissioned by the Governor of New York and presented to the Dutch
Royal Family on their State visit in 2009.
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ASMA 2011
Annual Weekend

Savannah, GA • Sept 30-Oct. 2

The 2011 ASMA Annual Weekend will be
held in the heart of the Historic District of
Savannah, Georgia, at the Marriott Savannah
Riverfront. Your AGM Committee has
worked diligently with the very friendly
& efficient staff of the hotel and we have
another first class venue at a special ASMA
rate. Reservations can be made by calling
either the hotel or national reservation line,
or on-line. Reservations must be made before
September 7, 2011.
Hotel: 912-233-7722
Reservation Line: 800-285-0398

Online reservations use the following link:
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/savrf?groupCode=asmasma&
app=resvlink&fromDate=9/29/11&toDate=10/2/11
The box on the left will already be set up with the date of 9/29/11 and
with the proper code (asmasma) that will lead you to the special ASMA
room rate of $135. The Marriott will extend the group rate for 3 days pre
and post, making for 9 days total at group rate. Attendees must reserve pre
and post days in advance. Guest rooms are Standard Cityview. Upgrades
to Riverfront/Riverview rooms may be available at an additional charge of
$20.00 per night at check-in.
The Marriott offers ample Self
Parking for attendees at the daily
rate of $5.00 per vehicle. The Self
parking rate has been reduced for
ASMA members from their normal
daily rate of $18.00.
The Marriott is also offering ASMA
attendees a 10% discount at
VisitSavannah.com
Magnolia Spa, located on site at the
Marriott Savannah Riverfront, Reservations are suggested.
Transportation from Savannah Airport to the Marriott Savannah
Riverfront Hotel is provided by K-Shuttle, a transportation service
company. Reservations MUST be made in advance by calling 877-2432050 or by visiting, www.kshuttle.com. Rates are $25 one-way or $39
round-trip per person. Distance to and from the airport is approximately
25 minutes. If driving, Savannah is right off of I-95.
Visit www.savannahairport.com for airline and flight information.
Airlines that fly into Savannah Hilton Head International are:
• Allegiantair
• Continental Airlines • United Express
  (702) 505-8888
  (800) 525-0280
  (800) 864-8331
• American Eagle
• Delta
• US Airways
  (800) 433-7300                        (800) 221-1212               (800) 428-4322
• Vision Airlines (800) 359-2538
  

Specifics on speakers, menus, events, etc., will follow in the Summer
ASMA News & Journal, as well as in the ASMA E-News. However, we
will, as in Sarasota, have our meals and cocktail parties at the hotel.
See y’all in BEAUTIFUL SAVANNAH, GA.
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A Word About
The Marriott Savannah
Riverfront Hotel

Discover a new standard among Savannah hotels at the Savannah
Riverfront Marriott. Located on the Historic Riverfront, our hotel
in Savannah, GA, is connected to world-famous River Street via
the Riverwalk. Walk throughout the Historic District and enjoy
beautiful squares, historic house museums, art galleries and antique
shops. Our full-service resort in Savannah, GA, features over
36,000 square feet of meeting and event space and regional dining
and cocktails at Blue, A Savannah Bistro or the Blue Bar and
Atrium Bar. Our Junior and Executive suites and our Concierge
level rooms and lounge offer luxurious accommodations that rival
the finest of Savannah hotels on River Street in Savannah, GA.
Experience the Marriott and enjoy prime access to River Street and
beautiful waterfront views, along with renowned Marriott service.
From the Website of the Marriott Savannah Riverfront.

http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/savrf-savannah-marriott-riverfront/

Meet The Captain
Riverboat Cruise
ASMA is planning an afternoon “Tea With
the Captain” cruise for Saturday afternoon.

For this event, we need to know if you
would like to participate by June 1st.
We would board the boat at around 3:15
pm and the boat would leave the dock
for sightseeing at 4:00 pm. (1 hour cruise).(Exclusive for ASMA) 3:153:45 pm - Meet the Captain and enjoy Iced Tea, Coffee or Lemonade;
Barbecue Shrimp Appetizer on a Crispy Grits Cake; Savannah Tomato &
Cucumber Sandwiches; Domestic Cheeses garnished with Fresh Fruits.
TOTAL COST WITH CRUISE: $32.79 inclusive.
Please email Fern Karas at info@michaelbkaras.com to confirm your
interest. Payment is not required at this time, however, reservations are
required and we need to know aproximately how many folks will attend.
25 are required for the special rate, but we have room for more. Don’t
miss out! Let us know as soon as possible, but definitely by June 1.

Christine’s Log Book - Continued from Page 5

our new VP and present Managing Fellow, with the help from some of her
friends, especially Charlie Robinson, has spent some time answering that
question for us and, as seen above, explaining how the two divisions of
ASMA work as a team. There are three Fellows
involved in what is actually called “The
Fellow’s Management Committee”. They
are the Post Managing Fellow, the Managing
Fellow and the Deputy Managing Fellow. The
whole purpose of having a FMC is to monitor
the artistic integrity of the Society and to
present the highest caliber of work possible
to the public. Having three Fellows instead of
just one individual in charge presents a check
and balance system since each artist brings
something different to the group. Serving on
the Committee is a three-year commitment
with an expectation that each new Fellow
will be asked to serve a one term obligation.
River Rascal - Bronze - Kim Shaklee
The purpose of this hierarchy is to help the
new Fellows to get to know the Society and the group’s standard of artistic
integrity.
The Post Managing Fellow, at present Russ Kramer, holds a primarily
supervisory position to oversee the Managing Fellow and make himself
available for consultation regarding any artistic matters related to the
Fellowship. He has experience and acts as a backup. Part of his duty is to
brief the incoming Deputy Managing Fellow on how things are done along
with the Managing Fellow. Our present Managing Fellow, Kim, is involved
in all matters involving artistic quality and presentation of such within the
Society. Kim is responsible for presenting changes in procedure or protocol
to the Fellowship. As with the Board of Directors, discussions are ongoing all
year long but the Fellows meet twice a year. In the spring, they review the
portfolios of aspiring Signature members and Fellows. This year they will
also jury the entries for the 15th National. They gather again during the AGM
weekend and later in the morning meet with the Board of Directors to discuss
new business or any major change dealing with the artistic management of
the Society.
As Managing Fellow this year, Kim, whose beautiful sculptures you have
seen in many National and Regional Exhibitions, took on the job of being the
contact person for all Signature members who wanted to be on the website.
There is a notice on the web for all Signature members desiring to be on
the website that ASMA will accept images from June 1-30. They may send
up to 6 images of which up to 3 will be accepted for inclusion. The fee has
been lowered to $40 and an additional $20 if one wants a link from ASMA to
his website. There is a $20 renewal fee each year to keep the images posted.
When Kim moved up to the position of Managing Fellow, her goal was to
have all Fellows and Emeriti represented on the ASMA website – not an
easy task when some were digital adverse. She was greatly inspired by Len
Tantillo, who was responsible for establishing Fellow Emeritus status during
his term of service on the Fellow’s Management Committee. Russ Kramer
played a big part in getting all of the images to the webmaster to post on the
site. The Fellow’s Managment Committee reviews all artistic endeavors of
the Society. The Committee has recently implemented a plan that requires
all three members to individually verify the annual portfolio review results
and the National jurying results. They are responsible for also re-checking
artist notifications. Kim has also taken responsibility for arranging the annual
Fellow’s meeting to jury the 15th National in Windsor, CT for two days.
(Sounds more like a week’s worth of work if they have the 800 they did last
time!) The Managing Fellow is also kept in the loop for all correspondence

relating to the artistic side of ASMA’s business (e.g. the Exhibition Committee
and website). One last note about Kim - she just told me that she is presently
working in stone – hammers, chisels and some pretty different tools from
those used in her bronze sculptures. I can’t wait to see her newest work!
The Deputy Managing Fellow spends the first year on the committee
learning the ropes by observing the process and procedures that make up
the fundamental principles of the artistic management of the Society. Our
new Deputy Managing Fellow is West Fraser. Separate and apart from the
FMC is a category of Fellows known as Emeritus. These are Fellows who
have served as Fellows for twenty-five or more years and who for health or
other reasons wish to shed their operating responsibilities – such as having
to jury new signature members, new Fellows and exhibitions. This uniquely
talented group of artists is listed in the News & Journal on the back of the
front cover, beside the President’s message.
Don’t forget to send in your entries for the 15th National as soon as
possible. The Fellows are ready!
My edition of the COGAP’s Bits and Pieces Newsletter came just in time
for me to share some of their news about our members. Congratulations
to our ASMA artists who have been accepted into the Coast Guard Artists
Program (COGAP) Exhibition for 2011. They are Bob Blevins, James Consor,
Louis Stephen Gadal, Frank Gaffney, Anne Brodie Hill, Robert Semler
and Jim Stagner. This is COGAP’s 30th anniversary. The exhibit will debut
with a reception at the Salmagundi Club on July 7, 2011. One of ASMA’s
oldest friends and supporters, Vice-Admiral Sally Brice O’Hara, the Vice
Commandant, will accept the paintings on behalf of the Coast Guard. Many
of us still remember her guided tour of the Coast Guard training facility in
Cape May, NJ years ago during an Annual General Meeting.
Del-Bouree Bach gave a talk at the Salmagundi Club on March
25th. ASMA artists exhibiting in the five month COGAP exhibition at the
Texas Maritime Academy in Galveston, Texas are Anne Brodie Hill, Louis
Stephen Gadal, Del-Bouree Bach, James Consor, Robert Dykes, Frank
Gaffney, Mike Mazer, Pete Michels, Don Norris and Jim Stagner. For
those of you unacquainted with COGAP, you need to know that the Coast
Guard Collection is extensive. From time to time they arrange an exhibition
of paintings on specified topics drawing the content from their collection. I
remember one time visiting a local art gallery and seeing one of my paintings
in a COGAP exhibition there. I had no idea my painting was traveling.
Del-Bouree Bach and Bob Blevins’ paintings will soon be featured in an
exhibition at the Erie Maritime Museum in Erie, PA. The theme will be Coast
Guard Activities on the Great Lakes. Starting this April, COGAP will have
an exhibition on Naval Aviation by some of their earliest artists at the Navy
Memorial, Washington, DC. I am sure that ASMA’s late Fellow Bill Ellsworth
will be generously represented. Bill was a World War II Naval Aviator and
made many etchings and hand drawn prints of airplanes and action from
that era. He and Lester J. Stone, who is also a former WWII aviator, had
much in common although Lester did not paint airplanes. Phyllis Solcyk
has been honored, along with four other artists, by a request by the Assistant
Secretary for Homeland Defense and America’s Security Affairs, Dr. Paul
Stockton to have their paintings displayed in his front office.
I hope all of you in ASMA East noted that your most steadfast friend
and Regional Representative, Don Norris, has retired after many years of
devoted service to ASMA. Don, whose training led him to a successful career
as an architect served many years on our Board of Directors. His last position
was as our Secretary. I can tell you that, having served on the Board with
him, his minutes were meticulous and a joy to read. There was no possibility
of a mistake or correction needed in Don’s notes. Don was responsible for
organizing our co-operation in education with art academies in our endeavor
Continued on Page 30
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Regional
Reflections

ASMA Regional Area Representatives Responsibilities:

Charley Morgan

charley@charleymorgan.com
Anne Brodie Hill’s quick response to
my question - “Do you have any new news
about prospects for the Regional Exhibit
you are working on for the Quinlan Visual
Art Center at Gainesville, Georgia?” is set
out below:

The ASMA Region South is planning
an exhibit for Summer 2013 at the Quinlan Visual Arts Center
in Gainesville, Georgia. Please see the Quinlan web site www.
quinlanartscenter.org to see this beautiful arts center which is 40
miles north of Atlanta. We are also hoping to schedule an ASMA
artist workshop, perhaps en-plein aire, during the exhibit. The
Quinlan is thrilled to host this ASMA Regional Exhibit.
Gainesville is on Lake Sidney Lanier, a spectacular lake at the
foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains. This aqua-blue lake has 692
miles of shoreline and was built in the 1950’s for flood protection (on
the Chattahoochee River), power production (Buford Dam - www.
lakelanier.com/buford-dam), water supply, navigation, recreation,
and fish and wildlife management. Lake Lanier is also a great source
of inspiration for many of the artists who live nearby, as there are
numerous sailing clubs, marinas, and the Lake Lanier Olympic
Center (www.lckc.org and www.LakeLanierRowing.org) The 1996
Olympic rowing, canoe and kayak events were held at this facility,
which is still being used as a training location for many National and
World events. Please see http://lanier.sam.usace.army.mil
We are also hoping to establish a location in Florida for this
ASMA Region South Exhibit. Contact Anne Brodie Hill (annebhill@
aol.com) for more information.
As most will know, Anne, along with Val Sandell are co-Area
Representatives for ASMA South and are ably assisted by past
ASMA President, Robert C. (Bob) Semler.

Anne’s report with the excellent results of her efforts makes clear
that ASMA is fortunate indeed in that our volunteer officials, our
cadre of Area Representatives and assistants, together with all who
work together to ensure that the show goes on are so dedicated and
competent.

This realization is emphasized to me as I meet by telephone and
email members who are actually “carrying the water” for the Society
day to day while adjusting to this role of Regional Chairman. All
of which gives special meaning to Mike Killelea’s words to me
reflecting - “our urgent need for volunteers to assist The ASMA
leadership in growing the society while enhancing its position of
‘Pride and Prestige’ as an important element among the various
facets of ‘Fine Art’”.
Anne’s reply also reminded me of a piece I had received earlier
that outlines the responsibilities and duties of Area Representatives
and their Assistants - these duties are reproduced below and as can
be seen they are extensive, important and crucial to the well being of
The ASMA !
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The goal of Regional Representatives is to help make membership
as fulfilling and meaningful an experience as possible for members
in their area.
Regional reps are the conduit between local members and
the Society as a whole. By actively developing and encouraging
member participation in as many ways as they are able, as well as
by coordinating specific events in their area and in general relaying
information between the national and local level, they fulfill their
obligations as representatives of ASMA to reinforce the bond between
the Society and individuals who have chosen to be part of it.

Area Reps are expected to develop a plan of action that outlines
goals for their region. To do so they will need to foster a network of
members in their area who are willing to help in this development
and to assist in accomplishing those goals. Reps are the spark that
generates area events, exhibits, paint outs, get togethers, conferences,
presentations, competitions, lectures, etc, etc. Apart from helping
members, they must always be alert to opportunities to incorporate
ASMA interests with those of their local community, particularly in
maritime and marine art related events. And finally, keeping future
membership in mind, they should pay special attention to local
school and college activities that ASMA could connect with and
which would foster the growth and love of marine art for a younger
audience.

This array of duties immediately begs a number of questions as
to how realistic are such expectations - how can each (volunteer)
Regional ASMA Rep do all of these things - even with an assistant?
Is the concept of reasonable “Span of control” exceeded? Can a
professional working artist take the necessary time away from
making a living to address and carry out such duties?
My belief is the answers lie in Mike Killelea’s prophetic remarks
to me (and most likely to others) as is set out above. These desirable
prime Area Rep Functions can be achieved but will require the
further willing participation and support from the membership in
each region.
At the last Annual General Meeting I met and heard from many
members indicating eager willingness to volunteer their assistance
and ideas in support of our incoming officers and any new programs
for further developing ASMA - all in the upbeat convivial atmosphere
of the AGM.

Suffice it to say, the yeomen work of our Area or Regional
Representatives is crucial to the success of the efforts of our ASMA
officials in continuing the growth of the Society while enhancing
member benefits and the prestige and presence of ASMA among
elements of “Fine Art”. To the benefit of the Society let’s all step in
and step forward in every way that we can to help Society Officers
and our Area Reps carry the load.
Finally, Kudos and thanks to Anne Brodie Hill for her persistence
and efforts in bringing plans for a new Regional Exhibition for 2013
closer to fruition.
Editor’s Note: Due to space configurations this issue, the
Regional Representative Chart has been moved to Page 21. Please
see the listing for your local ASMA Representative.

News From the Foc’s’le - Continued from Page 5

Assorted Scuttlebutt - Continued from Page 4

Shown are members of Station Cortez being observed by
instructors, as others wait for their part in the training exercises.

stunning technique. And if that were not enough, as a long time
friend of Dick’s, I must say he is one heck of a nice guy. (I would
have said “helluva a nice guy”, but Dick is also a Presbyterian
minister and former Navy Chaplain). Congratulations, Dick, and
welcome to that “exclusive club”.

Signature Member Mike Killelea’s plein air painting was
included in the 2006 “Watercolor Highlights”, a perfect bound
publication by American Artist. The cover indicates that inside
is “Information, advice, and inspiration for painting outdoors
in watercolor. 20 painters share their secrets.” What humbled
Mike was that he was one of the 20 which also included articles
on Cezanne and John Singer Sargent. You can see the cover and
contents pages at: http://www.interweavestore.com/Art/Magazines/
Watercolor-Highlights-2006-Digital-Edition.html.
Artist Member Del-Bouree Bach, and a member of COGAP, the
Coast Guard Art Program presented a seminar, “Talking Art”, that
was held in the Parlor at the Salmagundi Club in New York City
on March 25th. Del spoke about his deployment with the Coast
Guard, how to gather useful research for studio painting and gave
out many tips and pointers during the event.
The Florida Maritime Museum of Florida at Cortez hosted
opening night of “Fair Winds and Following Seas”, the 5-member
exhibition that featured Signature Members Bill Farnsworth, Don
Maitz, Val Sandell, Robert Semler and Hodges Soileau. The
exhibition ran from February 5th through February 25th. Those
of you who attended the Sarasota AGM may recall that our guest
speaker was Roger Allen, Director of the Museum. Roger has since
taken a similar position in Buffalo, New York. From the sandy
beaches of Florida to the snowy streets of Buffalo.

Opening night of “Fair Winds and Following Seas”, Cortez, Florida

Signature Member Cathy Ferrell’s bronze “Splash” is being
exhibited in the 24th Annual International Exhibition of Animals
in Art, Louisiana State University School of Veterinary Medicine,
Baton Rouge, LA., March 26-April 26,
2011. Judge and juror was Diane Mason,
sculptor and president of the Society of
Animal Artists.

“Surfing Turtles III” and “Rejoice II”,
also bronze, are part of the Catherine
Splash - Bronze
Lorillard Wolfe Art
Club Inc.’s 2011 Members Exhibition at the
Salmagundi Club, NYC, New York, March 20
- April 1.

Rejoice II - Bronze

Cathy was also one of the artists on the
Sonoran Desert Museum’s expedition to the
Sea of Cortez, researching and working to
prepare for the museum show in 2013.

Now I wish to direct your attention to Page 24 and the
information on our next AGM, coming up September 30 through
October 2, in historical Savannah, Georgia. Our own Mike and
Fern Karas took the helm of organizing this one, after attending
the Sarasota AGM. I’m not sure they realized what they were
getting into, but they took off like a rocket and have organized
another exciting time for ASMA. Their choice of hotel (the Marriott
Savannah Riverfront,) is a First Class choice, right on the water,
and they have been working closely with the Marriott and others
to bring us a great AGM. There is even a water taxi that shuttles
folks back and forth across the river on a very regular basis. And
it’s FREE. And for those who came to Florida, we give you another
dose of Southern Hospitality. For those who didn’t, I suggest y’all
come to beautiful Savannah, Georgia in September.
In our article department, we have our continuation of Richard
Boyer,s ‘Plein Air Trip Down The San Juan River’, and a very
exciting article by Anthony Davis (one of Charlie Robinson’s
featured artists in the Winter 2011 issue) on his pastel art. That’s
one art form I have never gotten into, but do so admire Anthony’s
stunning marine work and style.
Our Fellow’s article this issue features Len Tantillo. Len’s
brilliantly executed historical oils are very special indeed, and his
technique is mind boggling. But his painstaking efforts to get the
accuracy correct is what really sets him apart. Using combined
tools that include, but are not limited to, computer CAD work,
precise model building, etc., I can’t imagine how much time he
spends on one painting. Talk about “going the extra mile!” But
then no one can argue that Len’s historical paintings are incorrect.
Once you read the article, you should go to You Tube and watch
some of his short videos. Very impressive. http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=xJCAU4Zp07A.

Notes From Brush Hill features the work of Jim Griffiths. Jim is
well known for his military paintings, but his other marine work is
just as fascinating. I particularly direct you to his beautiful, “In The
Kingdom of the Wind” painting on the introductory page of Notes
From Brush Hill. There’s that stunning water, again!!! Jim works in
Gouache. For those of you who spent your careers in commercial
art and illustration, you know the medium well. Beautiful
transparent OR opaque color that can actually be worked over,
unlike traditional watercolor. The medium of choice for deadlines.
And a superb medium for rendering the sea, as Jim’s work shows
vividly. The same medium of choice of longtime ASMA member,
the late Carl Evers, who had to have been the “Dean of Water”.
So, all in all, we have a jam packed issue. Please enjoy, best of
luck with your 15th National submissions, and we’ll gather here
again in July.
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The Pastel Art of Anthony Davis

Painting Seascapes
I t ’s A l l A bout Wat er

and beach. Depending on the local topography,
Effective landscape
rocks, mountains and flora can also be considered
paintings successfully
but are not necessary. Incorporating all of them
address basic elements
may be too complex or maybe it’s the desired
of composition, color,
effect. Much can also be said with focusing only
value and perspective.
on one element. Visual interest and emotion
Seascape paintings, in
are the key. These are all choices that need to
spite of its ever moving
be made by the artist and can be experimented
primary subject (water),
with in the “sketch” process.
are
also
landscape
paintings, and too must
When making color choices it must be
address these elements
considered that the color of water has many
if they too are to be
variables; geographical location, proximity to
effective. Other elements such as mood and
shoreline, time of day, sea state, sky conditions
atmosphere come into play and when handled
and atmosphere.
Water color will vary
with deft, make the difference between amateur
depending on location, for example; in the
and highly advanced work. Successful seascapes
Northeastern United States Prussian blue is the
do not have to be limited in choice of media.
dominant color and farther south, as far as the
History will show that most seascape painters
tropics, the water is more turquoise. Proximity
paint in oil, with the fluid based media adding
to the shoreline will also vary the color of water
luminosity to the subject
in that shallow water
however, a medium not
tends to be more
often seen representing
transparent
(less
this genre of art is pastel.
color)
and
deep
Pastel is a dry medium
water tends to have
and when the basic
a “deeper” blue (on
elements are addressed
the red or green side)
this medium can create
and sometimes it
quite successful and
may even look black.
“wet” seascapes.
When choosing water
colors it first must
Composition is the
be understood that
key in maintaining
there are two colors
visual interest in a
Anthony Davis at work in his studio
to choose, which
(seascape)
painting.
reflects the two parts
Choices regarding composition can be complex;
of a wave; crest and trough. The crest is the
with many areas of visual interest….or simple;
high point of the wave and the trough is the
with only a few or even just one. Leading the eye
low point of the wave that slopes downward
around the painting surface is the goal. A writer
and ultimately slopes up again to form the next
has many pages to draw you in but an artist has
crest. Two colors need to be selected; one for the
only one, therefore a lot of thought must go in
actual “color” of water or the crest of the wave,
to placement of visual interest. A preliminary
usually a darker shade of blue and a second for
sketch or study will help to formulate ideas as
the trough which is usually a lighter value of
areas of interest are contemplated, moving them
blue, a reflection of the sky color. It is habitual
wherever they may seem appropriate. And
to add white to the chosen shade of blue creating
with pastel, a forgiving surface allows repeated
a lighter value to represent the trough, but this
erasing of pastel marks, reapplying as needed.
must be questioned. Does it really reflect a true
Elements of visual interest in a seascape
sky color? Most sky’s have a variety of subtle
painting are numerous; breaking waves in their
color along with blue and adding white to the
various progressions, surf, white caps, foam (and
water color will not accurately reflect this. It
foam patterns), spray and mist, boats, horizon

Anthony Davis
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Initial lay in of important “lines” on 24” x
36” gray pastel board. Composition with
regard to spreading out areas of interest is
thought of during this stage.

Initial lay in of color. Not concerned with
atmosphere and value at this point.

Pigment “pushed” or “rubbed” into the surface of the pastel board using a gloved hand,
creating a more even distribution of pigment
across the board.

Sky color is more finely tuned by adding
darker and lighter values (and shades) of blue
and then cloud “lay in” is begun.

will create a monochromatic sea which is quite
boring and often inaccurate. To further prove
this point, when looking at green “colored”
water, the trough will not be seen as a lighter
value of green, but, a lighter value of blue,
because it is reflecting the sky. Therefore, sky
conditions, whether they be a washed out blue
from a noon positioned sun, a cloud filled sky or
a warmer sky color, as seen when the sun is low
on the horizon, must be acknowledged when
accurately representing the color of the sea.
When choosing color one needs to be aware of
atmosphere. Atmosphere is what is between our
eyes and what we are viewing. On humid days
and near large bodies of water a great contributor
of atmosphere is the water vapor in the air which
will mute color dramatically and needs to be
considered, in particular, when making color
choices for seascapes. Quite often you will find
that adding atmosphere will involve adding a
blue/gray to your color choices.
After determining water colors, value is a
critical element when creating believable water.
The value between crests and troughs of waves
must be correct otherwise water will not look
real. Value must be considered with waves in
the foreground, mid-ground and background.
In the foreground, there is greater contrast in
value and in the distance (or background) there
is less. Utilizing “fixed” color, as when using
pastel, can create certain limitations with regard

Using blending stump to help form and add detail to clouds?

to creating the value shift that exists in water, as
color needs to be mixed on the painting surface.
Using the edge of a finger, a blending stump or
just scraping away excess pastel with a brush are
effective tools in mixing color to achieve subtle
value shifts.
Perspective is often not thought of with regard
to seascape painting because of waters ever
moving quality. However, “planes” and “lines”

do exist and they must be given the utmost
attention. The planes may not be obvious at first
and the lines may not be straight (and they may
just be implied) but their existence is crucial for
creating believability. “Planes” of water must
be consistent; meaning wave troughs must be
relatively consistent with one another as should
their crests. On “flat” planes of water, whether
being the thin layer of water on the surface of the
beach or relatively flat planes of water between
waves or crests, foam patterns or circles (foam
holes) must maintain proper perspective to the
viewer. Water and wave patterns have rhythm
and with that comes “suggested lines” (it is also
crucial to know that even though wave patterns
have rhythm they often do not repeat themselves
in a regular, monotonous and boring fashion).
The space between repeating wave patterns must
diminish as the eye recedes toward the horizon
Lines also must follow the contours and shape of
water. Most noticeable are lines, little wavelets
and foam patterns that are visible on the
facing surface of waves in their various stages
of progression. Remember, a wave is loosely
triangular in shape (when seen from a side view)
which becomes more pointed as energy pushes it
towards the shore. As it becomes more pointed,
the top of the wave (or crest) will “fold” over itself
and in doing so the wave becomes semi-circular
and ultimately becomes a circle as it breaks and
collapses in crashing white water and surf. All
“lines”, wavelets and foam patterns visible on
the facing surface of the wave must conform to
the shape of the wave as it progresses through
its transition from a triangular to semi-circular
and circular shape. These subtle features, if not
given attention, will detract the eye from it’s
seeing a realistic wave. Creating fine lines with
pastel has its challenges but not to the creative
mind. Pastel pencils, the edge of a pastel stick,
razor blades or utilizing a small brush to remove
excess pastel are all effective ways of creating
fine lines.
As a wave finally reaches land and “breaks” it
collapses and the remaining “energy” or “froth”
continues up the beach until it comes to a stop
and recedes. This combination of water, foam
and sand creates all sorts of interesting shapes
and patterns that can be exploited with regard to
composition. And, albeit, this froth can be hard
to represent realistically with pastel however,
certain tools can assist in “scraping” away
excess pastel (such as a brush) to help achieve a
random or irregular look to the pastel markings.
Sometimes found within this “frothy foam” are
Continued on Page 30

Beginning to create “troughs” of waves by adding
light value of pthalo blue (sky reflection color)
to the water. The lay in of pthalo blue actually
defines the wave crests as well. Small “dabs” of
pthalo in the background begin to create effect
of distance.

Adding detail to the breaking wave. Notice
that foam patterns follow the semi-circular
shape of the wave face. Detail to the curl or
“roll” of wave on either side of the wave is
also begun here as well as adding shadows to
the white water of the breaking wave.

Beginning to define the blue water (wave
crests and troughs) between the horizon and
foreground breaking wave, by utilizing pthalo
blue and lighter values of ultramarine blue.
A pastel pencil is used at times in helping to
shape the waves, particularly those that are
near the horizon.

Bringing the wave crests and troughs of the
“blue water” to its finished state focusing on
value consistency and perspective. Conscious
effort is made to avoid creating repeating,
regular monotonous wave patterns.
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Painting Seascapes - Continued from Page 29

numerous “holes” that also provides opportunity to lead the eye with their patterns. These “holes”
can also be created with the same assistance of a brush as excess pastel is scraped away.
Pastel can be quite an effective medium in creating successful seascapes. Knowledge of
manipulating the medium and utilizing creativity in its application can enrich the finished product.
And of course, adhering to the basic principles of composition, value, color and perspective will
solidify a pleasing finished product for artist and viewer.

Clouds are refined with rubber blending
stump, pushing pigment into the painting
surface with a circular motion. Ultramarine
Dark is used for the shadow side of the
clouds and also pushed into the surface with
the blending stump until the proper value is
achieved. Light source must be thought of
with regard to light/shadow side of clouds.

Anthony Davis was one of the featured artists in Charlie Robinson’s “Notes From Brush Hill” in the Winter issue of the
ASMA News & Journal. Anthony’s work can be viewed by visiting his website at www.anthonysgallery.com

Working on “froth” in the foreground.
Shape and design of froth is given a lot of
thought as layers of gray, green gray and
mars violet are layed down over initial layer
of ultramarine light and then scraped off
with a brush to expose underlying layers of
pastel, creating foam “holes” and patterns in
the froth.
Finished Painting; Shore of a Summer Day - 24” x 36”.
Christine’s Logbook - Continued from Page 25

to bring marine art to the attention of youthful aspiring artists. It was the
forerunner of our present outreach to young artists started by Lisa Goodwin
and now ably guided by Dick Elam from the West Coast. Don is famous
in the Society for always having a pad and pencil ready to draw whatever
captured his fancy. He was one of the artists who contributed to that fabulous
paper tablecloth (which we should have kept) that nearly everyone present
at a Sunday AGM dinner doodled upon. I think we were in Charleston at
the time. Don is also responsible for organizing several exhibitions at the
Washington County Museum of Fine Art in Hagerstown, MD. He and Lester
J. Stone built up a rapport with the museum that is still strong today. I can’t
talk about Don without mentioning his wife Vivian. Vivian is as much a part
of ASMA as Don. Always pleasant and gracious with lovely manners, Vivian
has often been an unofficial hostess at ASMA events.
Bob Averill has stepped up to become one of ASMA East’s new Regional
Representatives along with Lisa Egeli, whom Charlie Robinson has
interviewed fairly recently for the News & Journal. Bob was originally a
native of Maine, however “being an Air Force brat, lived all over”. He has
settled down in Western New York now for nearly 35 years. He has also been
painting that long since he went to college in Buffalo for art. Bob was on
hand to help Mike Killelea with the last stage of the ASMA East Regional
Exhibition at the Buffalo Naval Yard. I had a small confusion when it was
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time to return paintings. I have an account with FedEx and usually just send
in my account number which is backed by my credit card. This time FedEx
refused my account number. Why? My old credit card date had expired. All
I had to do was give FedEx my new credit card date. Are your FedEx credit
accounts up to date? Bob prefers painting historical maritime scenes but also
paints more “general” local scenes. One of his paintings was printed in the
News & Journal earlier this year. He
figures that he has “sold 242 marine
oil paintings in the last 30 years
(and given a few away….).” He
regrets that he doesn’t have photos
of them all. Something for all of us
to think about! Sometimes in the
rush to complete work for a show
one forgets this important step. I
photographed one beautiful plein
Buffalo’s Central Wharf c.1180 - Bob Averill
air painting I bought in Coos Bay
because the artist, Monty Rogers,
sold it still wet and didn’t have a record of it.
Bob and his wife recently closed their gallery, which they had had for 5
years. They “opened it as a venue for artists with a ‘traditional realist’ bent,
since opportunities for these artists seem very thin on the ground. While the

gallery did well for a while, the economy of late has really hurt art sales and
we reluctantly closed (though all the furniture and equipment is in storage
– I can be open again in a week if things turn around...).” Sooner rather than
later, I hope! We here in Annapolis have seen one of our galleries on Main
Street close this year. Not McBride’s or the Marine Gallery, thank heaven!
I have known Regional Representative Alan Ryall from ASMA West for
some years now, so I wanted to introduce him to the rest of you. However, it
seems that I only knew a little bit about Alan! I am really excited to tell you
about the man who has done so much for his region. Alan was introduced
to art through his aunt who was a commercial artist, drawing pen and ink
B/W ads for women’s clothing stores in San Francisco. He practiced pen
and ink drawings with her help. His time in the Army from 1951-54 gave him
training in cryptography and the Russian language. Later on he made money
in college translating a Russian geophysics journal. Alan has a BA in Geology
and a PhD in Geophysics, earned in 1962 at UC Berkeley.
Alan is, by profession, a Seismologist. He worked for the U.S. Geological
Survey for 2 years in Denver, CO and Hawaii. For eighteen years, Alan was a
Professor of Seismology and State Seismologist at the University of Nevada
– Reno. He spent five years working for Science Applications International
Corporation as Director of Research at the Center for Seismic Research in
Arlington, VA. He worked for the Defense Department Advanced Research
Projects Agency for seven years as Program Manager in the Nuclear
Monitoring Research Office. He was doing nuclear test monitoring research
at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA for three years after he
retired from the Department of Defense.
These are some of the highlights of Alan’s career. He was doing research
on seismicity, earth structure, earthquake prediction and connection between
earthquakes and volcanism, especially the Mammoth Lakes, CA sequence
that began in 1978. He was President of the Seismological Society of
America in 1982. Alan represented the Department of Defense in Geneva,
Switzerland as a technical expert
with delegations to nuclear testing
talks with the Russians in 1978 and
from 1988 thru 1994. He made six
trips to Russia in 1971, ’74, ’88, ’90,
’94 and ’98. Alan “saw a lot of the
country and the transformation of
USSR into whatever … the Russian
Federation has become since 1990.
Brigadoon - Alan Ryall
He “happened to be in Moscow on
Mayday 1990 when Communism fell apart.”
Accompanying Alan on this remarkable journey that is his life is his
wife of fifty-four years, the former Floriana de Nola who was born in Rome
and raised in Mozambique. (I love Flori’s name!) Flori has a BS in Medical
Technology from UC Berkeley with graduate studies in biochemistry from
the University of Nevada-Reno. For the past thirty years, Flori has worked
as a seismic analyst and still does at the Lawrence Livermore National Lab.
Alan and Flori have a son, Mike, and a daughter, Pam.
Alan learned to sail on the Chesapeake and after that on San Francisco
Bay. He became interested in ship modeling in the 1980s. He is a former
Skipper for the Washington Ship Model Society and helped organize the 1st
Mid-Atlantic Maritime Arts Festival in Easton, MD in 1993. (Unfortunately,
that very popular festival for ASMA artists no longer exists after a long
successful run of years.) He also became interested in maritime history
and ship construction when he lived in Virginia. He became serious about
painting and took eighteen art courses at Las Positas College in Livermore
under Bill Paskewitz (Queens College, NY) from 1996 thru 2003.
Alan joined ASMA in 1997 and was approved as a Signature Member in

2008. He is also a Professional Member of ISMP. He has had paintings in the
Coos Art Museum Marine exhibitions since 1999. This year he will be one of
the jurors for the Coos Bay event this year as well as helping Austin Dwyer
judge a show of young maritime artists for the Pacific Art School, which Dick
Elam has organized. Don’t forget to send in your Coos Art Museum 18th
Maritime Art Exhibition entries. Besides Alan, jurors are Don McMichael,
Jon Olson and Paul Mullally. The deadline is May 7, 2011. CAM’s website is
www.coosart.org if you don’t have the entry information.
Alan Ryall’s paintings have been juried into two ASMA Nationals and
four Aqueous exhibits at the Ventura County Maritime Museum in Oxnard,
CA to name a few of his accomplishments. He did four book cover paintings
for a series of novels on the American Revolution by James Fender. In January
2008, Alan along with Dutch Mostert was elected as Representative for what
was then Region 5. Austin Dwyer, Adam Koltz, Bob Dykes, Kim Shaklee,
Jon Olson and Grant Saylor were named the Executive Committee then
also. The “Team West” has been renamed ASMA West when we consolidated
Regions and the Executive Committees in each of the four regions are now
Advisors. Alan was elected to the Board of Directors in 2010 and serves on
the Membership and Exhibition Committees.
Since Alan and Dutch’s election to head up ASMA West, they have
spearheaded many positive changes for their region. Dutch has been working
with the Coos Bay Art Museum on the annual Maritime Exhibition for many
years and presided over the CAM exhibition becoming an official yearly
ASMA event. (I want yearly events for North, East and South, too! I love
the sound of “yearly exhibition.”) Alan has been successful in arranging an
every-other year ASMA exhibition at the Ventura County Maritime Museum.
We have been alternating with the International Society of Marine Painters
for many years now. Our own Stephen Louis Gadal is ISMP President and
their membership contains quite a few ASMA painters. Ventura is moving
into newer much larger quarters soon so the possibilities are interesting.
Alan designed the ASMA website largely based on the Region 1 site by Lisa
Goodwin and Charles Rice. He worked with computer genius Dan Frey to
put the material together and get it on the web. Getting our Regions on the
web was a major step forward for all of our members. Alan also sent out
a questionnaire to all ASMAWest members in August of 2008 to determine
what interested his constituency and followed up on their comments. This
led to two ASMA West e-Newsletters and a proposal for an “e-Mentor”
critique program (still a work in progress). Alan is always looking for new
projects to enhance membership quality.
On October 4, 2011, Alan will give a lecture on marine art and the
upcoming National Exhibition at the Haggin Museum in Stockton, CA as a
preview for the exhibition there in 2012. Alan’s artist statement says it all –
“My paintings depict a variety of marine subjects in settings that convey the
feelings and moods of the sea – the exhilaration of sailing in a stiff breeze
on San Francisco Bay, the tranquility of a misty Chesapeake dawn, the
melancholy of a mothballed warship being towed out to sea for disposal, or
the mood of anticipation aboard a British schooner hunting for slavers on the
African coast,”
Taking about paintings – I am extremely happy to tell you that Signature
Member Dick Moore, author of that excellent reprinted article from the
ASMA archives in the Winter 2011 News & Journal, “Painting Water”, has been
awarded Honorary Membership by the Board of Directors. Congratulations,
Dick!
Elaine Estern’s tropical original art calendar “Windows to the Tropics” is
available at www.coconutcoaststudios.com. Elaine lives in St. John, Virgin
Islands. I wonder if we could have an AGM in paradise some year?!
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In The Artist’s
Studio
See where our members
create their finest work!

Mike Killelea
When I look around the studio
where I’m working, the color and light
is amazing. Sometimes I marvel at what
good fortune allows me to paint in such a
magnificent space. Perceptions vary but at
times it’s positively overwhelming. There
are occasions when I wish I could control
the heat or the light a little better. There
are even times when I wish I had a better
way to screen the insects or minimize the
moisture. But it’s always an exciting place
to paint and it never fails to inspire me,
especially if I can position myself in some
unusual location. It’s always a challenge
too, but I guess that’s part of the appeal,
and successfully meeting the challenge
increases the pleasure when a painting is
satisfactorily completed. It’s not unlike an
addiction.
I do most of my painting on location,
or “en plein air” as the French would say,
and for my money, there’s nothing that
rivals the color, intensity and opportunity
waiting there. I have painted in many
locations on every continent and in all
kinds of weather. There’s such an extra
kick for me when I realize it’s possible
to do a painting where the situation

Painting on location harborside in Cortez, FL.

seems untenable. Like in the rain, or on a
mountain, or in snow, and certainly in the
face of nature’s varied mean spirits. I once
did a watercolor of the Great Barrier Reef
while I was underwater. Well, actually I
was well below the waterline in a glass
bottom boat. But aside from painting

challenges, the intoxicating pleasure of
painting in a shady location fanned by
a sweet springtime balmy breeze trails a
wonderfully positive memory for years. It’s
idyllic and leaves you feeling like maybe
you hit the lottery. I did the paintings
and wrote the prose in two books about
Long Island’s rural North Fork. The art
was almost entirely done there among the
farms and beautiful shore areas the land
is graced with. I would love someday to
create a book using scenes from the many
foreign places I‘ve painted.

slides and negatives virtually useless. But
they remain along with tracing paper,
lots of watercolor paper, mat board, foam
core, extra pieces of shipping cardboard,
envelopes in all sizes and a very long list
of odds & ends. I rarely paint in acrylics,

Sometimes I paint in a studio with
four walls and a roof. In fact these days
I probably have the nicest indoor studio
space I’ve ever had to work in. It’s upstairs
in my new home near Buffalo, NY. The
northern exposure light that fills the room

Painting in the hills north of Los Angeles, CA.

Working on a sketch for a large painting in my studio.

is always bright, and when it isn’t, naturally
balanced artificial light floods the room. I
paint here occasionally, mostly on larger
work. My desk and computer share this
indoor studio, and when winter’s cold rain
& snowy days blow in from Lake Erie, it’s
a great place to work. I’ve finally managed
to sort through most of a pile of books and
other reference material and file them
in bookcases. Close at hand, a closet is
filled with shelves, which are in turn
overflowing with art supplies. I’m not sure
why, but artists of almost every stripe seem
to collect and keep “stuff”. It’s all useful of
course, or will be at some point. Some is
pretty old and of limited immediate value.
I can’t imagine when I would use some of
the tools, pens, brushes, triangles, etc. that
have filled my supply cabinet for years,
but occasionally, some project comes up
and there they are, smiling back at me.
Photoshop has probably eliminated any
possibility of using my Thayer & Chandler
airbrush, and digital imaging has rendered

and never in oils anymore, but they’re
in there. Charcoal, pastels, silkscreen
supplies too. File cabinets are filled with
watercolor pads crammed with finished
plein air paintings and framed watercolor
art on the walls throughout the house
don’t leave much room for the wall paint
to show. Vertical wooden cabinets are
filled with framed paintings, watercolor
paper and empty picture frames, although
most framed artwork is in special shelving
elsewhere. I have an Epson 4880 printer
that takes up a fair amount of room atop
one of the wooden cabinets and with
some guidance I’ve mastered its basic
mechanics. But much of what’s created in
this in-house studio shows up in print or
online. A lot of my creative energy spent
here goes into design work for nonprofits,
and ASMA has certainly been one of the
most satisfying of them. While there are
no insects or snakes or sacred cows or
even local drunks wandering through this
studio, and it’s always a comfortable place
to be, I can’t wait until there’s another
opportunity to paint outdoors. The
experience is so much more immediate.
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